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FOREWORD 

This report has had classified material removed in order to 
make the information available on an unclassified, open 
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to 
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to 
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review 
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the 
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the 
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information 
as possible available to all interested parties. 

The material which has been deleted is all currently 
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under 
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or 
is National Security Information. 

This report has been reproduced directly from available 
copies of the original material. The locations from which 
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings 
and 18holes88 in the text. Thus the context of the material 
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination 

, of whether the deleted information is germane to his study. 

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated 
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material 
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately 
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted 
material is of little or no significance to studies into the 
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals 
during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 
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ABSTRACT 

The obJective of this prodect was to documant the ch.aracterf.s- 
tics of the close4a radioactive fallout resulting from the surface 
land or water detonations of hfgh yLelld nuclear devices in order to 
provide information for the evaluation of:(l) the immedfate hazards 
associated with the residual contaxLnati.on from such bursts,{ 2) the 
mechaniem of particle forxuation and distribution,and (3) the charactar- 
istics and significance of the radioactive debris distributed by base 
surge phenomena,provided that a significant bass surge is caused by 
surface water bursts. 

The objective was accomplished b-~ sampling the fallout with 
intsrtittent fallout collectors and bjr analyzing 
liquid matter for activity, decay, energies, and 
tribution. 

Fallout s*tations were set u? in varying 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. 

the particulate and 
particle size dis- 

arrangements for Shots 

When significant fallout occurred at an island after any of 
these shots, it apparently began to arrive there Kithin six minutas 
after the detonation. The maximum activity per sampling tim interval 
resulting from Shot 1 ani other shots having yields of the sawz ardsr 
of magnitude arrived at all sampling stations during the first hour 
after the detonation. Extrapols 

1 rates as high as le3d.@.4 dpm/ft 
ion of the beta actitilq had indicated 
1 to 6 min after the detonation, 

beast of the activity had arrived at a given station within 3 
to 6 hours after the detonation, with slrnll amounts continuing to 

‘arrive up to at least 12 hours after the detonation. 
Gamma dose rates at the shot atoll 1 hour after each shot wera 

estimatad to be as follows from data collected by this project and Rad 
Safe: 

Shot It 1600 to 2900 r/hr along the northern islands, 160 to 
630 rb on eastern islands, and 15 to 43 r/hr along the southwest 
side of the atoll. 

Shot 2: 1100 to 4700 r/hr on the northwest islands close to 
ground zero and 2.4 to 14 r/hr on the rerarining islands. 

shot 31 ~0 r/hr at Uncle, just west of ground zero 10 to 
125 r/hr on north and northwest islands, and 0.8 to&S r k else- 
where. 

Shot 4:r 260 to 440 r/hr on the north and northeast islands, 
and 0.1 tbZZE7b elsewhere 0 



Shot 6: (At Eniwetok) Over 1000 r/hr in tile immediate vicin- 
ity of== sero, dropping to 17 to 32 r/hr on the islands westward 
and 1 to 6 r/hr eastward from ground zero. 

Plithin the atoll., there was no apparent trend of radioactive 
Frticle size distribution with distance, direction,or time. The 
qproximate number-median diameters of samples coLLected ranged from 
5 to 2OP. Up to forty-three par cent of th6se particles were under 
10 )1* Shot 1 particles appeared to be coral or crystalline; those 
from Shot 3 appeared to be mostly crystalkLne, ashlike, or fused. 

In particles from 149 to MOO ps the percentage of particles 
with activity on the outside generally increased directly with size, 
while the percentage of undfortiy radioactive particles generally 
decreased with size. These two types of particles accounted for 
about 90 per cent of the radioactive particles examined. Activity 
was scattered randomly throughout, the remaining 10 per cent of 
particles. 

Therm "s no apparent correlatiorr between the location of 
activity on the particles and their physicaf. appearance. 

No conclusions could be drawn about the presence or absence of 
radioactivity In the base surge,because no samples were obtaimd in 
the base-surge region. 



FOREWORD 

This report ia one of the reparttr preaentlng the reeults of the 
34 projects pmticipating in the HU.tmy Bffects Testa Program of 
Operation CASTLE, which indluded six tast d&oxHicms. For readers 
interested in other pertinent test Information, refmmce is nnde to 

information of poasdble general Interest. 
a0 An over-all deacri;rt%on of each detonation, inoluda yleld, 

height of burst, gmund irero looatlon, t&m of detonation, 
ambient atmospheric condltiona at detonation, etc., for tlrs 
sti shots. 

b. Discussion of all project results. 
co A summary of each project, including objectives and results. 
d. A complete listing of all mports covering the Nllitary 

Effects Tests Fkogram. 
This repmt on @.ose-in fallout studiee at Operation CASTLE 

supersedes the preliminary report; IT23-916, which was issued in Yay 
1954. 
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CHAFTeRl 

INTf2CDUCTION 

1.1 OBJEc‘IIVI3 

The objective of the project was to document the characteristics 
of th8 close in ~adioactlve fallout resulting from the surface land or 
water detonation of high yield nuclear devices in order to provide 
infornstion for t'ne evaluation of (1) the immdiate hazards associated 
with the residual contandnation fros such bursts, (2) the mechanism 
of particle formation and distribution, and (3) the characteristics 
and significance of the radioactive debris distributed by base surge 
phenomenon provid8d that a significant base surge is caused by surface 
water bursts. 

To accomplish the objactive, the following specific physical 
characteristics we= documetied where possible. 

a. Beta activity and the time at which it arrived. 
b. Beta decay. 
co Max&m beta emrgiea. 
d. Gama energy.. 
8. The activity per unit weight or volume of liquid aid solid 

fallout. 
f. The size dlstr%ution of radioactive particles and dlstrlbu- 

tion of activity within the sized particlesr 

3.2 MILITARY SIGNIFTCANCE OF THIS INVESTIGATION 

Surface and sub-surface nuclear detonations result in the de- 
position of radioactive debris (fallout) on the earth's surface. The 
degree to which fallout may influemx military operations depcsnda upon 
tha magnitude of the significant radiation field and upon the. ability 
to predict the extent and location of the field. The amotmt and 
activity of the fallout is primarily a function of weapon field and 
conditions ofdetonation,ioe 3 whether the detonation has taken place in 
the air, on the surface of land or water, or underneath the surface of 
land or water. l'hia investigation seeks to extend the how18dge of 
such variations by study@ the fallout results from high yield nuclear 
devices. The results fma this project till aid in (1) determining 
the significance of fallout frm surface detonatfons of high yield 
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weapons, (2) predicting the fallout @terns resulting from other 
fields and conditions of detonation, (3) emluating scaling parameters, 
(L,) evaluating immediate external and internal hazards from fallout from 
high yield devices, and (5) evaluating the logistics involved in de- 
contamination procedures0 In addition to these basic investigations, 
Operation CASTLE results were exnected to provide the basis of a 
theory for the mechanism of particle form&ion in the cloud and to sup- 
ply data relative to the dtiferences between fallout resulting from 
land and water surfgce detonations. 

1.3 DACKGROUM 

Residual contamination resulting from fallout was initially 
observed at Operation TRINIW; subsequent atomic tests have resulted 
in residual contamination which was militarily significant for all 
types of nuclear detonations except air bursts. Experiments were de- 
signed to document the fallout from both the Operation JANGLE 2/ and 
Operation IVY J surface shots. However, the results from these shots 
are of limited applicability to the CASTLE tests because the yield of 
the JANGLE shot was very emall and in desert sand rather than coral 
rook, whCe the main downwind pattern of fallout from IVY Mike shot 
went out to sea and was not instrumented. The JANGLE surface shot 
demonstrated that a low yield weapon could cause a significant degree 
of contamination and definitely established the need for further work 
on the contamination problem and associated hazards, especially from 
higher yield surface detonations. Operation IVY provided the first 
opportnnity to investigate the general fallout problem resulting from 
the surface land burst of a high yield nuclear device. 

An unanticipated base surge was observed shortly after the CMSS- 
RdDS underwater detonation1/. It appears that the base surge dis- 
tributed BOIW contemination from this shot, although the evidence is 
not entirely conclusive. Attempts to study base aurge effects have 
since been Illsde at JANGLE and at some high explosive tests. These ex- 
pertints have not determirzd whether the base surge is a carrier of 
radioac?ivity. Operation CASTLE pmvided the first opportunity to 
study baee surge characteristics from surface water shot. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

2.1 DESIGN GRIT‘iRLA 

The collectors were designed to collect liquid and solid fallout 
samples at preset, successive time intervals which could be adJusted 
to between 1 min and 30 tin. The samples were at least large enough 
to be analyzed by standard counting techniques. 

Base surge estimations froze work done by the Naval O&name 
Laboratory Task 152 indicated that the xmxima radius of the surge from 
the CASTLE devices could be from 15,000 to 34,000 ft, depending upon, 
the yield. of the devices. The phenomena should be complete within 10 
or 15 tin after detoration. Tine base surge was primrlly expected from 
the surface mater shots; however, Shot 1, detonated on a reef, was in- 
strmented for base surge sanples because it was thought that the reef 
wa3 so narrow that t&a shot would be, in effect, a water shot. Since 
high over-pressures are encountered in the base surge region, the fall- 
out collectors,in the region were ruggedly built. These collectors 
were set for l-tin intervals* Experience at Ima indicated that the 
heaviest fallout on the atoll occurred within the first 30 I& after 
the detonation and that fallout continued to occw more than 6 hr after 
the detonation, which was th8 marlmum sampling time of the IVY col- 
lector. 

Thus, two collectors were genarally placed at each station: (1) 
one sampling at l-or-*min intervals.for a total time of 24 min or 2 
hr respectively, to document the base surge or early fallout; and (2) 
the other sampling at 3&&n intervals for a total tinme of 12 hr. 

BasicaU.y, the sane type of instruments were wed to sample fall- 
out on the surface lad and surface water shots. 

3.2 m IblY2Rtff7TEhT F'ALLOVT COLLECTCR 

"'he interrdttent fallout collector (IFC) consisted of a circular 
disc (or t'spidertl) divided into 24 sectors, a driving and timing mch- 
anism and a housing (Figs. 2*1-2*?). Xach sector contained a triangu- 
lar tray 3 3/7 in, x 10 in., ancl 3/4 in. deep. One tray at a time was 
exposed to fallout throqh an opening of equal size in the top Cover. 
The wide end of each tray held four glass counting cups (1 in. in 
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diameter and 5/l5 in. high), positioned in a quadralateral about 2a 
in. on a side. The cups were coated on the inside with silicone grease 
to produce a tacky surface. This tacb surface held almost all parti- 
cles which came in contact with it; rainwater collected during the 
sampling interval would not wash particles from the tacky surface un- 
less the particles themselves were soluble. An 8-o% jar was fastened 
beneath an opening in the bottom of the tray to collect liquid fallout 
(Fig. 2.4). A door covered the sampling opening both before and after 
the Sampling tims (Fig.2.5), 

The instrument was started by an external timing signal. After 
a delay of 1 min,the cover door opened and the first tray roved into 
sampling position. Succeeding trays moved into position under the 
cover opening at set time intervals until the cycle was completed; 
(Fig. 2.6)* The door then closed and the nachine shut itself off. 

At the time of the detonation an external timing signal actuated 
self-latching signal relay Rl (Fig. 2.7). Current then flowed through 
the clock which had been pre-set for a short time delay before the 
door opened (Fig. 2.S). At the end of this delay xrdcroswitch 

% 
in the 

clock was tripped, allowing the current to flow through the dri ng 
motor which in -turn rotated the spider; the door opened and tray 1 
roved into sampling position. 
spider rim was nc longer 

Sirra microswitch S3, underneath the 
closed by one of the cams on the spider, 

microswitch C2 opened. 'ihis revved the current from the clock coil 
and reset the clock. The driving motor continued to run until the cam 
under the next tray mot-d over S3. When S 
to the driv%g motor was broken and the z 

closed, the current path 
mo or stayed off until the 

clock finisbd another cycle. Succeeding trays roved into nosition 
under the cover opening at set tim3 intervals until the sampling cycle 
was com$eted. 

At the tinm of detonation a spring cam was resting on a micro- 
switch S4, completing the circuit through the contact points of elec- 
trical latching relay R3. As the cycle progressed, the spring cam rode 
over the microswitch, S5, completing a circuit through R3, which pras 
thrown and latched. After the last tray was in sampling position and 
the door closed, the spring cam again rode over S4, breaking the cir- 
cuits and stopping the instrument. 

Push-button switch, Sl, was used as a reset srritch so that the 
operator could sas_Uy reset the entire instrument by one simple opera- 
tion. Toggle switch s2 was mounted tier the clock and was used to 
preset the @ock. This snitch remained closed during the entire opera- 
tion. Resiitor ~1 controlled the driving motor speed to keep the trays 
from overshooting their position. Variable l-ohm resistors and also 
lengths of nichrome wire were used. 

Where wire timing signals were available at a station, a minus 
l-set signal supplied by Edgerton, Germshausen, and Grier (W&G) was 
used to actuate the IFC. There no wire timing signals were available 
at a station, an EXNG Nark III or Mark IV battery-powered bluebox 
was used to actuate the IFC. I'7ire timing signals wre initially used, 
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where available, because experience at IVY indicate^d that blueboxes 
wsre not always reliable. However, toward the end of this operation. 
bluebox signals were used where feasible, because of the satisfactory 
performance of the xmdified blueboxes. At the raft stations, the IFC' 
timing signal cams from the Project 2&a nondirsctional,photoelectric, 
trigger mechanism. 

2.4 MXJNTINUS 

At the Bikini land stations, the IFC and ite batteries.were 
usually mounted in concrete foundations (Fig. 2.9). At ths Bikini 
lagoon stations, the equipment was mm-ted on wooden platforms bolted 
to Q&man Navy life floats (Fig. 2.10). These floats were moored to 
floats identical to those used by Project 2.5b* The Reject 2.5a 
floats in turn were tied to mooring buoys furnished by Holmes and 
harver, Inc. At the ErJmetok Iznd stat ions, the IFC and the wooden 
battery boxes were dug into the ground flush with the surface (Fig. 
2.11). 

2.5 PROJECT PARTICIPATION 

This project participated in Shots 1, 2, 3, and 4 at Bikini 
Atoll and in Shot 6 at Eniwetok Atoll. It had been originally inten- 
ded to participate in Shot 5. However, water wave damage to the 
stations from Shot 4 made participation in Shot 5 impractical. 

Generally, IFCts were placed in groups of two at Bikini loca- 
tions, arrl singly at the Bikini raft and Eniwetok stations. Where two 
IFC's were on an island or raft station, one was set to sample for 12 
hr at 30~min intervals and the other was set to sample for either 24 
min at I-mi.n intervals or for 2 hr at 5-min intervals. The l-min 
samples were collected for Project 2,6b to determine the degree which 
the base surga was contributing to the residual contamination pattern. 
The 5-min interval instruments documented the early fallout and the 
30-xrdn interval instruments documented the fallout for the maximum 
length of time possible with this instrument.. Where one IFC was 
located st a station or raft, it was set to sample at 30-&n intervals 
for 12 hr. 

The station locations and timing intervals are listed in Tables 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 and shown in Figs. 2.12 and 2.16. 

2.6 OPERATICNS 

Operations xere ext=mely difficult following Shot 1. Immedi- 
ately following this event, the project's main base of operations at 
Tare was razed by fire end most spare parts, atiliary equipmnt, and 
operational supplies were lost. Ths long delay before Shots 2, 4, and 
6 imposed additiolaal difficulties because the batteries readily dis- 
charged in the hot weather,reqtirlng frequent trips to the stations 
with battery replacements. 

Heavy seas in the Bikini Lagoon caused the cancellation of the 
Bikini raft station pagram. Ths rafts broke away fram their moor- 
ings with distressing frequency. Locating and mooring the rafts in 
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the lagoon proved to be dangerous to perscnnel. Salt spray and water 
made maintenance of electrical equipment on the rafts difficult. 
Both elactrical and moving mechanical parts ccrroded qtickzy. Only a 
minority of project persornel were able to work at the raft stations 
without becodng seasick; Only two of the original nine raft stations 
sampled successfully during Shot 1. All raft ir&rumontation recover- 
able after Shot 1 was removed from the rafts and used at land stations 

Since no saqles plpere obtained from predicted base surge region 
of any CASTLE shot, none of the desired information about the charac- 
teristics and significance!of the radioactive debris distrj.buted by 
base surge phenomena was obtained. 

2.7 

after 
after 

RECOVERY AND SHIPMENI OF SAMPLES 

Recomry was carried out on the fourth, fifth, and ninth day 
Shot 1, the first day after Shot 2, the first and second day 
Shots '3 and 4, and the first day after Shot 6. A ixo-man team _. ._ - 

used a D-passenger helicopter to recover samples from the land 
stations. A second two-man team used an LCM to recover samples from 
the raft stations after Shot 1. The recovery teams removed the 
spider assemblies from the IFCls, placed them in dust-tight boxes, 
and movudthemtothe packing area* 

All locations available for packaging samples were so-hat 
windy and usually In contaminated areas* Packingwas done onanopan 
barge near Nan after Shot 1, in a Tare tent after Snot 2, in a Nan 
tent after Shot 3, on Oboe, in the rear of a closed truck turned on 
its side after Shot 4, and in a tent at Elmer after Shot 6, The jars 
were removed from the trays and capped. ‘she trays were surveyed 
where possible, and a few samples selected for decay measurements at 
the Project 2.6b Elmar laboratory. mast10 nsnap-on~ caps were put on 
the glass cups, and the trays were sealed with aluminum foil. The 
trays and jars were returned to Army Chemical Center, Maryland by a 
special sample return plane which usually left Eciwetok one or two 
days after recovery was aompletade 
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PLg . 2.2 Interior of the IFC, Shming the l&or and Gear bducer 

F'ig. 2.1 IFC Spidz er.. Trays with Cups 
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* 

fig, 2.3 Timr 30x, Batteries, and Bluebox %Maniam 

Fig. 2.4 Glass Jars for Liquid Fallout EIaunted on the Underside 
of Spider 
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IQ! c a,~ COW?~ Door Closed and in Startirg Position 

Fig. 2.6 Cover Door Open and Tray in Sa~npl.ing Posftim 
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pig. 2.8 Pm-mtting Tim Delay on the Clock Timer 

fig. 2.9 &mmCt View of IFC StatAm, Victor Island, BikLnzl Atoll 
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I I 

EQJ. 2,10 Propration of 2.3~ Raft Stations (foreground) 

Fig. 2.11 General View of IFC Station, Irene Island, Eninetok Atoll 
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OS Yh Iruvol Collrolon 

0 30 Yin Inturol Coll08*n 

Fig. 2.12 Station Layout for Shot I 

L . . 0 . ” 

OS Yin xntuval bllwtorr 

l 30 ml Intorrol coll&on 

Fig, 2.13 Station -out for Shot 2 
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0 I Ulr Intorvol ‘Collrcton 

0 S Yin Intrrvol Coltrctorr 

0 80 Yin Intowol coIIootoro 

Pig. 2.16 Station Iaput for Shot 3 

08Mln1ntuvol cdlutow 

@SO Yin-Intrrral C4Urctovr 

Flg. 23 station lqout for shot 4 
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Fig. 2.16 statian bycmt fur Shot 6 
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TABLE2.l-Bikb!. IFCLmxiStationData 

NuEber 

257.14 

zg*g 
252:04 
252.05 
252.06 
252.07 
252.08 
252.09 
257.02 
252.10 
252.11 
257.03 
252.13 

Z% 
252:12 

--. 

18land 

uncle 
victor 
William 
Yoke 
Zebra 
Alie 
Bravo 

Di8tame 

z%t) - 
43,100 

g*zi 
54:soo 
97,700 
111,soo 
122,300 
83,700 
78,300 
g#7g 

65:3OG 
54,500 
50,ooo 
47,600 
47,OGO 

-I- 
I 

shot1 

1 

X0 

30 
_- 

xe 

z 
xi8 

z 
xle. 
X 

X 

t 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

- 

T 

5 
.___ 

xa 
xa 

xe 
xb 
X 

X 

X 
xd 
xc 
xb 
xd 
X 

X 

ierval M&ance 
from 
Gz (ft) 
---. 

41,100 

;:*6% 
54:8OG 
979700 
111,500 
122,300 
.83,700 
.7a8300 
74,700 
62,500 

xa 
xa 

xe 
X 

X 

XC8 

X 

X 
xd 
xc 

zd 
X 

X 

I 

_ 

LegtwIt WQ indicates the tind.ng interval, of an WC; "plw the IM: operated prior to the 
eventj "b" the IFC did not operate because of interrvll failure; W the IFC 
not operate through the entire cycle; "dn the IFC did not operate because of 

did 

water-wave damage3 and "en the IFC wct8 triggered by an EG and G minus 1 set wire 
tiladng signal. 
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-- 
c-- 

Station 

- 

F 
i- 

Number 

257.U- 
252.03 
257.01 
252.04 
252.05 
252.06 
252.07 
252.08 
252.09 
257.02 
252.10 
252.11 

:;z; 
252:14 
275.04 
252.12 

Legendr 

TABS 2.1 - Bikini IFC Land Station Data (ConWd) 
- -.__ 

II 

Distance 

E:ft, 

shot3 

T----ii-- lb3 Interval (minjj Distance -I- 
1 30 

from 
';z (n) 

TimeI- 

1 
Wd 

30 

X 

69,100 
n,oOo 
72,600 
n,500 
76,500 
72,2(x) 
69,300 
17,OGG 

xd 
xd 
X 
xd 
Xc8 

xcd 

Island 5 
--.-. --- 
Charlie 36,200 
Dog X 

@w X x 
I 

Fox X X xd 
George x8 Xb 

;;,4g 
xd 

HOW X 56:200 X 
Love X X n,3m .XCd 
Nan xe 
Oboe xb xc XCd 
Tare 
uncle X X 
Victor xc xc XCd 
WilliaB! X xh xd 
YOkD 

Zebra X X 67,500 xcd 
Alfa 
Bravo X X 69&m Xod 

"x" indicates the timing interval of an IFC; "an the IFC operated prior'to the 
event; "b" the IFC did not operate because of internal failure; 99 the IFC did 
not operate through the entire cycle; "d* did not operate because of water-wave 
damge; and "em the IFCwas triggered by an Eo and G minus 1 set M timning 
signal* 

9,800 
28,400 
36,800 
43,200 
52,300 

xbd 
Y@d 

xcd 

59,500 xcd 



TABfE 2.2 - Bikini -Raft Stations for Shot 1 

station 
Number 

250.02 

,250.05 

250.08 

250.09 

?,!iO.lO 

25o.U. 

250.12 

250.l3 

250.14 

Latitude 

( 0 1 Q 
11-39-40 

11-38-40 

ll-36-50 

ll-3'mO 

ll-37-33 

.11-37-50 

11-38-00 

11-35-50 

11-35-10 
- 

blj@ld8 

(0 1 m) 
164-17-30 

Distance From 
Oround Zero 

w 

16,700 

165-28-30 75,Loo 

165-23-10 50,700 

165-20-50 37,700 

165-18-10 27,500 

165-15-30 25,000 

165-13-10 28,700 

165-13-00 39,500 

165-15-20 39,000 

Remarks 

Raft floor and?FC destroyed by 
Mast. (1 min interval) Base Surge 
station. 

Operated (30 udn interval). 

Electrical circuit shorted before 
shot. Missing after shot. (30 min 
interval). 

Rot set up because 2.5a trigger raft 
was tissing before shot. (30 tin 
interval). 

Lost before shot. (30 &I interval), 

Two IFc's on raft. Lost before shot4 
(1 and 30 min intervals). Base sqe 
Backup Station. 

Operated (30 min interval). 

Did not operate. (30 min interval). 

Lost before shot. (30 ndn interval). 
J 



TABLE 2.3 - Eniwetok Stations for Shot 6 

-1 

Station 
hmber 

257.95 

25'7.06 

257.W 

Island 

Alice 

Belle 

Clara 

&stance 
'ram 

'"@F" 

18,200 

13,400 

8,500 

257.438 Irene 8,500 

257.9 Janet 16,400 

257.10 LUCY 22,500 

257.11 wry 29,800 

257.12 Olive 35,900 

257.13 Tilda 50,000 

257.14 Leroy 

Barge 

83,900 

35,000 

I 

5 ! 
I 

i 
I 

- 

FC Time: 

; min 

X 

x 

herval 

IO mill 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

X 

T 
Remarks 

Blast damaged the battery boxes, 
r-!using.instruxnent failure. 

Blast damaged the battery boxes, 
causing instrument failure. 

Water ware upset eqtipnt. 

Bluehox was not triggered by 
detonation flash. 

Located near reef SW of Alice. 
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RESULTS 

3.1 GENERAL 

Documentation of fallout included:(l) surveying of fallout 
sampl8s and the areas from whSnC8 they cam8j (2) Studying decay; (3) 
extrapolating th8 beta activity results to estimated activities at 
sampling time, and (4) studying the activity per unit wight or volume, 
energies, particle size, and particle characteristics of the radio- 
active fallout. 

3.2 BETA COUNTING EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUBS, AND CORRECTION 

The glass counting cups were ramoved from the trays, externally 
decontaminated and counted by TraCerlab GM tubes with window thick 
nSSs8S Of 18Ss than 2 me;/cm2. The tubes were mounted in vertical lead 
shields, Technical Associates ldodel AL14 A,hating a wall thickness of 
2-i& lead, C&+.n. brass, and 0.25-i& &&num. A g8Ollletry-d8fiA- 
ing brass plate Was ins8rted b8tW88n the 0-M tub8 and the saIIIpl8.I/ 
The output of the tubes was f8d into Atomic Scalers Bdodel 1060 having a 
characteristic resolving tir;le of 5 microseconds. 

The samples in glass cups were counted for beta activity in the 
following nrannert samples with activities greater than loo0 cpm were 
counted for 10,CGO counts, sans>les with actitities leas than 1000 cpm 
were counted for 10 ML Each Sa!l@8 was counted 42YiC8; in -888 Where 
the two COU&S did not agree within one Standard deViatiOn,a third 
count wSs taken and the three counts averaged. 

It Was n8C8SSary ti apply 88Veral COrr8CtiOnS in Order to ap- 
proxinate the disintegration rate of the samples. The method most 
commonly used to obtain the disintegration rate Of a SaQ318 is to 
compare the sample under consideration with a known SOUTCB counted in 
an identical mannSr. Xowwer, th8r8 is no one known source which 
r8pr8S8I$S mixed fission pmduets. The procedure used here 8=k=t8S 
the various correction factors in terms of the sample itself and thus 
avoids th8 errors 
isotope standard. 

1. The raw 

associated with a direct corqarison with a single- 
The procedure is as followat 
cpm were corrected for coincidence loss.i/ 
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2. An 8.15gm/cm2 brass absorber was inserted between the sas@e 
and the tube. This absorber eliminated all beta particles with maxi- 
mum energies up to 6 Mev. The purpose of this plate was to estimate 
.m detected results of the radiation interaction in the aperture 
plate used for geometry definition. The absorber plate was identical 
to tMs aperture plate except for the aperture. The count thus 
obtained was subtracted from the original count of the sample to obtakr 
the beta activity (Ab) of that sample.* 

3. The aount was corrected for geometry t(i), defined as the 
fraction of solid angle subtended by the 8ensitiVe V&W of the 0-M 
t&e. This factor was determined by using the first three ternts of 
fb6 RI,@man Serie8.g Succeeding terms of this series sre lnslgaifi- 
&t and ICBTB not used for this correction. The G values in Table A.l 
appear to be low beoauae the counting arrangement mu designed lti such 
a manner to inarre the correct absorber lace-r& 

4. Back-scattering determinations Fb) were made by mounting a P 
tube in a hollow support of lead bricks approldmately three feet from 
ths floor. This arrangement provided negligible backscattering from 
the floor of the support. The geometry defining aperture tends to 
minimize the effects of aoattering ‘from the walls of the support. 
ss\tal al&quota of dissolved fallout iborn the shot under anslysis were 
dissolved in nftric acid and pipetted into counting cups. One cup 
ulth a bottom of a very thin rubber film (0.45 mg/cm2) was measured 
In the arrangevmnt,which provided negligible .backsoattering,and ens 
glass bottom cup was measured in the regular counting apparatus. The 
baclcsoattering correction factor, which was ob%aimd by dividing the 
count obtained in the regular apparatus by the count obtained in the 
arrangement with negligible backscattering,was used to correct all 
samples from that 8hot. Since the energy distribution of ndxed fis- 
sion products is known to be time dependent, this correction was msde 
for various timss. However, It was found that the variation was in- 
significant during the t&m the measurements were made on the concerned 
samples. For e=qle8 Of (Fb) for various times see Table A.2. ’ 

5. A COmmfdOn (Fa) was made for absorption by the air between 
the sample and the tube window, and absorption of the tube window It- 
self.7 To obtain this correction, precise absorption curves were run 
on a sample from each shot. A correction factor was calculated from 
the equation 

Fa 0 .+ = e- mt (3.1) 

+ It is now felt that the use of this absorber was not proper because 
the geometry factor for the apert*ure outweighed the geolaetry factor 
for the rest of the plate, resulting in an estimate that was too high. 
IIowever, the fact that this estimate in all cases was very small (ap- 
proximately 2 per cent) in comparison with the beta count indicates 
that the radiation interaction with the aperture is of no importance. 
The use of the plate has been discontinued. Regular absorption curves 
made with aluminum absorbers Indicate that the detected gamma back- 
ground is of the order of one per cent. This would be expected because 
of the low sensitivity of the tube to gamma radiation. 
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where nt = 

No m 
.t - 

mx 

m= 

corrected counting rate observed with thickness 
t between the sample and the sensitive voltaae 
true beta counting rate at zero thickness 
thickness of material between the source 
and sensitjve volus~ 
xmss absorption coefficient 8xpreS88d in 
cm2/lrg 

‘Itf A’% 
= counting rate at thickness t fAt 

(3.2) 

The best straight line was drawn through the experiments1 
points and the slope(m) was calculated acwrdin&. This method is 
applicable for any energy or group Of 8n8rg;i88 as long as the first 
part of the absorption curve is a straight lins on a semi-log plot. 
It can be seen from the examples given jn Appendix A that this is the 
case ana, therefore,the aforelnsntioned determination of Pa was used. 

6, Self absorption correctj.ons for the samples in ,queetion 
were considered'negligiblB, since, the weight per urdf’area,was &ept 
in general between 5 and 10 I&B?. Accord%ng to Corgel'l and 
Sugarman,a radioactive sample which has a weight per unit area of 5 
to 10 z&cm2 and has an en8rgy greater than 0.4 Msorequires no self- 
absorption correction.8/ Fur-the-e, according to Hunter a'nd Ballou, 
the nuclldea with vex5mumenergies b8lowthisvalwwhioh contribute 
more than 1 per cent each to the gross fission activity constltuts 
approxtitely 10 per cent of the total actloity of the sample at the 
tiae th8 PE9asureIEUks for this report were made, i.8. approximstel.y 
atH plus 2OOhr. Therefore, the error entatlsd by the assumption 
of a negligible correction 8hOtild be 10 per cent or lsaa. The 
practice of ignoring this correction has been further justified by 
comparison of the defiIled geom8tr.y mathod with four-pi counting 
techrdqu8s.~ In these comparisons the exp8rimsntal error ranged from 
3 to 7 per centc 

7. The sample beta activity (Ab) was treated by the above 
corrections to obtain the sample activity (Ad) in disintegrations per 
minute. . 

% 
Ad= v (3.3) 

& table of correction factors as wll as sxaqlea of 
various correction determinations andth8 actitrities Ad of the samples 
at the time of counting are given In Appendix AO 

The above n&hod has beten used %o detsrmin8 the diaitrtegra- 
tion rate of known mixture8 of nuclides uLth ,ejtCelk~t restit8..~0/ 

It8 .us8 in the determinstion of the dlsinkegx%ition rat8 for a zdxed 
fission +cducts sample is believed to result in m8asuremsnts within 
10 per cent of the actual rate. If Is truethat 8econdaI-y psrticl83 
(e*g. Internal conversion electrons) till be de+cted as primary beta 
wrticles. However, the error in disintegration rate due to this 



eource should be very small because of the inherent low energy of 
these secondary particles and the short half-life of most of the 
isotopes concerned with.these processes. 

3.3 EXTRAPOLATION OF BETA ACTIVITIES TO SWPL~NO TIME 

The activities Ad were extrapolated to the sampling time of each 
intervdttent fallout collector tray. Ths n&hod of extrapolation was 
deterxdnsdbythe amunt of decaydata obtained from each shotand 
varied ,for each shot. 

In gemral, the activity con&ted of fission activity decay 
and the decay from trrarrium capture products. The flscrion products 
decayed in a mner wh%ch oan be represented as: 

where Alf= Activity when t = 1 
A 
e 
= Actlvityatlatertime 
- Ti~pe after shot 

n= DecayEkponert 

The uraniumne&ron~capture products activity decay canbe represented 
best as a sum of individual nuclides which can be determined by radio- 
chemical analysis. The form of the equation would be: 

A,= A,,( 2 Cpowt) (3.5) 

where A, = Activity due to capture products at 
Y 

tilm t - 
&o= Proportionality constant such that 

A,, C Ci = Aoc 

where A oc is the zero time activity of the 

uranium neutron capture activities 

Ci = relative initial activity of nuclide 

u1. m semi-log decay constant of ith nuclide 

The ratio of yield of the various uranium neutron capture nuclides can 
be expected not to vary from sanp?le to sample. This is because they 
are all uranium isotopes during the tirPe of fallout formation. These 
ratios (which determine the Ci s) my be found from capture to fission 
ratios determined by radiochemical msansa 

The relative amount of the uranium neutron capture activity with 
respect to the fission activity varies from sample to sample. The 
values for A f and n of Eq. 3.4 were found from the decay curve after 
2000 hours w en the neutron capture activity no longer contributed !i 
significantly to the sample actitity. The difference between this 
activity (Eq. 3.4) and the experimentally determined activity at t-s 
earlier than 2000 hours was used as a-masure of uranium capture 
activity. prom this the vahe of A,,b Sg. 3.5) could be detetined~ 
This difference was measured at the earliest possible time when the 
difference was greatest. 



Because the fission representation goes to infinity at zero time, 
the ratio of fission activity to uranium capture activity must be 
found at some other tinre. In general, the time chosen was that at 
which the uranium capture activity was measured. A variation in this 
value could be used as a method of indication of fractionation of 
uranium capture products with respect to fission products. 

3.3.1 Shot 1 

Since little experimental decay data were obtained prior to 
250 hours, a composite neutron capt 
for times shortly after the shot* ~s7de~~~9c~~3~sU~~~~t~~240 
were found to be significant contributocs to the deo:y cur&. 
the parent-daughter relationship 

From 

u2 (e-lt,e*2t) (3.6) 
A2 =Aolvz 

where Aol= activity of U23g at lnitlal tfme 

A2 Z activity of daughter Np239 
q = decay constant of U239 
u2 = decay constant of Np239 

t = tims after shot 

In the case of-the U239 ard Np239 decay scheme, ul is much greater 
than%ande *lt Is much less than e'"2t at anytime after initial 
time. 

hence A2 z"2AOle 
-u2t 

(3.7) 
\'1 

thus, setting t = 0 

(3;8) 

The inittil activity of Np23z3pn be found from Eq. 3.8, ass 
relative activity of 1 for U =YB . Similarly, in the ~888 of Np2 ,ait 

ea8hcwn that its activity equals u2/(u2 - y) tims the actid* 
after equilibrium 18 reac 

The relative activities of to U239 and U240 to U239 are 
determined by the ratio of their decay constants multiplied by $#ir 

The relative activity and decay constants of U 
and Np240 are surmaarized in Table 3.1. 

s 
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of the decay curves of IT 

AC = 

f 
where A, = 

+co= 

AC0 (0.0004l6e -0.00431t f ,-1,7yt - 

0.006tj2e~.ol%t f 0 .Ol*“O l 0495t )F 

will then be the sum 
and Np240, i.e., 

(3.9) 

Activity due to capture products at time t and 
Proportionality constant 
can be determined from the'ratio of neutron capture to ACO 

fission.actitity measurements. 

TABIE 3.1 - Initial ties Of-IF, a239 
~239, &v:$ $tBi * 

The Shot 1 decay cume Vii11 then be the sum of Eq. 3.4 
and Eq. 3.9. The experimentally determined ratio of uranium capture 
products to fission products can then be used to find the value of 
A co 5.f it is remmbered that ALL has already been determined,, 

A,1250 

~&(250)-~ 
= 0.8 (3.10) 

0.8 A1f(250)-n . Aoc(sCie'Uit) (3.U) 

The curve was then normalized (set eo,ual to 1) to 400 hours, at which 
time the activity data were known. 

The equation for the extrapolation of fissionand neutron 
induced activities to sampling time is theu 

A = 1350 t-lJ6 f 2200(0,000Ll6e -0.00431t (332) 

fe -io77tf0.00h52e -0.012~tfo.ol~6e’o.0495t) 

This colllposite curve is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

* The last term includes the activity of both lJ24' and Nb24' . 
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TABLE 3.2 - Beta Decay Exponents of Samples from Shot 1* 

TiIEil3g 
Station ktxt&l Tray 

Dog 30 ' 18 
Dog- Island Samples 

I 

65 
7 

I.! 
I.2 
14 

ii 
18 
20' 
22 

1 

n 

-1.22 
-1.25 
-1.19 
-1.34 
-1.30 
-1.22 
-1.30 
-1.28 
-1.23 
-1.22 
-0.94 
-0.86 
-1.27 
-1.3l 
-1.28 
-1.30 
-1.30 
-L33 
-1.27 
-1.32 
-1.33 
-1.05 
-1.26 
-1.10 
-1.30 
-1.24 
-1.28 
-1.29 
-1.28 
-1.30 
-1.33 
-1.29 
-1.32 
-1.32 
-1.30 

TSIUS.Ilg 
Station Interval 

(mid 

Htm - 
How 
HOW 
HOW 
How 
HW 
HOW 
HOW 
HUR 
How 
HOW 
HOT - I; 

Nan 
Nan. 
Nan 
Oboe 
Oboe 
Oboe 
Oboe 
Oboe 
Oboe 
Bravo 
Raft 
250.05 

250.l2 

250.l2 

30 

30 

Tray II 

1 

z 
ample 

1 

: 
12 
1 
3 
6 

ii 
24 

18 
1 
6 
7 

9" 
13 
18 
20 
1 
4 

i 

-1.31 
-0.99 
-1.32 
-0.94 
-1.33 
-1.01 
-1.23 
-1.29 
-1.34 
-1.31 
-1.28 
-1.20 
-1.24 
-1.09 
-1.45 
-1.01 
-1.05 
-1.04 
-1.31 
-1.28 
-1.24 
-1.39 

z*zz 
-I:37 
-1.18 
-0.80 
4.36 

1 

24 

-1.27 

-0.66 

-1.26 

+ The deca exponent is the exponent of t In the decay expression 
A 3 Alt 4 for the period of 2000 to 4000 hr after the sh&. 
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Decay data of a Shot 1 si8e graded sample are presented in 
Table 3.3 from work dolle by fioject 2&12/ The rate of decay of all 
fractions is the same for all'but one fraction at times from 5 to 30 
days after the shot. The absolute value of the decay exponent de- 
creased at later tilnes but the smaller fractions exhibited relatively 
higher rates of ddcay. 

3.3.2 Shot 2 

The Shot 2 decay-curve sloPes,as plotted on log-log paper,in- 
creased with time when the tims scale was based upon Shot 2. This 
phenomenon is unlike fission decay either with or without uranium 
capture products. The curves as plotted on a Shot 1 sero-tims scale 
appear to be norm1 fission decay. The activity oollected dW.ng the 
Shot 2 sampling period could have come from contaminstian already on 
the ground around the collectors either by the action of winds, shock 
wave,or by contandnation which was displaced from the Shot 1 crater 
by the Shot 2 detonation. Undoubtedly, 801118 contamination caused by. 
the Shot 2 detonation fell on some Bikini land areas. However, in 
the few deter&x&ions made, the total amount of fallout activity on 
the islands was too small to materially affect the decay rate at- 
tributable to Shot 1. 

The decay of Shot 2 samples can be represented by: 

where 
A 5: A+ f 623)On (3.13) + 
A = Activity at a 
Al= Activity when ? 

timet 
= 1 

6; 
= Time in hours after Shot 2 
= The time in hours between Shots 1 and 2 

n = The decay exporrsnt 

Shot 2 decays are presented in Table 3.4. The data from one 
sample plotted to both Shot 1 and 2 t-9 are shown in Fig. 3.3. 

The Shot 2 average decay exponent is about -1.4 between 600 
and 1200 hr and about 1.25 between 1500 and 4000 hr. These values 
are in fairly good agreement tith Shot1 values. Because of the 
paucity of Shot 2 decay data, tb Shot 2 actioitiee were corrected 
to 8amplLng tima by the 1188 of the Shot1 compo8ite decay curv8 de- 
scribed in the preceding section. 

3.3.3 shot 3 

Extrapolation of most Shot 3 
Shot 1 activities. The activity due to 
spectlvely, can be represented byr 

A, z A,,(O.O007e~*~~~1t f eol*m f 0.Cx1652e4*0124t) (3.14) 



t 

!!!ABIJS 3.3 - Beta-DecayExponemtsof Shat 1 
SissGraded~@ 

NMD of Fkactiol: 
PM 

1.1 

3.2 

22 

27 

38 

56 

79 

69 

98 

lo3 

160 

17l 

195 

225 

I 
1 

_ 

kceyExpment 
5to 30 Days 
AfterShOt 

-2,0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-2.0 

-1.8 

Decay Jikpobti * 
lloto17oDaJns 
AfterShotl' 

n 

-1.32 

-1.20 

-1.31 

-1.09 

-la3 

-l.m 

-l.l& 

-1.18 

-1.22 

-1.17 

-1.u 

-1.18 

-1.20 

% 

4% 
ProJect 2.6b results from How Island 
Project 2.6b reports the fractions as the mean 
volume diameter of the particles 
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;pu>gy for $39 a9 p239 were derived as in Eq. 3.9. The ratio 
activity to U 3 activity, 0&007, was determined in this 

case by a solution of simxWmeous equations using actual decay curves 
because capture to fission ratios were una l ble for thi8 shot. 
Rowever 
similar y. i 

because of its short half-life, w U cannot be calculated 
The fission activity compormxt wa8t 

Af= Alft+3 (3.15) 

where the exponent was detey?nined from decay data after 2000 hr. 
A few decay determinations from early-interval samples of 

Easy, Fox, and George show that a high- percentage of activity origina- 
ted prior to Shot 3, probably from Shot 1~ The decay from these 
samples follows the relationship: 

A=Al(t + 998)-" (3.16) 

where 998 hr is the tim elapsed between Shots 1 and 3 and n is the 
Shot 1 decay exponent during this perlocI. 

The activity values fron the first two 3O-xdn kr&rmle and 
the first 5-min interval were extramlated to samoline time oy Eq. 
3.16. All-otheractivities were esrapolated us& 6. 

Shot 3 decay exponents are listed in Table 3.4. 
decay curve is showu in Fig. 3.2. 

3.3.4 Shot 4 

The activities of Shot 4 samples were corrected 
tfm by the relation; 

A z AltoI* 

where 1,4 is the average of the. Shot 4 decay expomnt8. 

to sampling 

(3.17) 

The decay curves for this shot are more nearly straight lines 
on log-log paper than tk curve s from Shots 1 and 3, indicating that 
the neutron capture activities in samples from Shot 4 are small or 
absent; therefore, no corrections were nmde for these neutron capture 
activities. Shot 4 decay values are shown in Table 3.4 and a typkal 
curve is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 

3.3.5 Shot 6 

Shot 6 activities were corrected to aanxpllsg time by the re- 
lationshipt 

A= (3.18) 

The curvea show little or no neutron capture actitity and no 
correction was mad3 for neutron capture activities. The value of -1.2 
is the average of Shot 6 decays. Valusa 
shows in Tables 3.4 and a representative 
Fig.3.4. 

of individual samples are 
deoay curve is illustrated in 
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TABS 3.4 - Beta Decay Exponepts of Samples from Shots 2,3,4, and & 
(Conttd) 

Station II 

Uncle 23 
Shot3 
Gearge 

E 
How 
How 
HOW 

HoW 

z 53 
HOW 2 

E lz 
HOW 
Love 
Nan. 7 
Nan 8 
Shot4 
Alit% 

Alice 
Alice 
Belle 
BellJ0 
Bella 
Belle 
Jamt 
Jan& 
OllV9 
OlLm 
Shot6 

"Thede 
2 

exponent is the exponezrt of tin the decay expression 
At.=Alt l ThsShot2e~nts~fartheper?lodof2000to4000 

-1.33 
-1.3 
-1.53 
-1.40 
-1.42 
-1.50 
-l.bb 

x 
-1:38 
-1.38 
-1.38 
-1.34 
-1.4x 
-1.34 
-1.53 
-1.I.l 
-1.13 
-1.4 
-1.46 
-1.19 
-1.ll 
-l& 
-1.28 
-1.30 
-1.33 
-1.32 
-1.13 
-1.55 
-1.60 
-1.2 

h&S&t3 frorn15OOto 35OOhr,exceptthelsland smples~chare 
frommb/&oo hr,sb&4 fmm l67to 2036hr (excepttheNan30min 
exponents, which are from 1530 to 3064 br), and the Shot 6 exponents, 
from400to1800hr. 
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3.3.6 Decay monent Variations 

The variation in decay exponent from sample to sarsple results 
from a real or apparent variation in the zero time activity of various 
nuclides. This may result from changes in fission yield because of 
different fission processes, from differential deposition of various 
nuclides (fractionation), geographic limitations of the station layout, 
and limitations of the collecting instruments themselves. However, 
no ens of these factors has been determined to be the primary cause of 
these 

3.4 

3.4.1 

point 

decay variations. 

BETAACTIVITP 

Interval and Cumulative Activities from Intermittent Fallout 
Collector Samples 

The activi$ies of the IFC samples were corrected to the sdd- 
of each sampling time by the mthods described in Section 3.3 

and calculated in terms of activity in disintegrations per min per 0.6 
in.*. The averaged activity values are based upon samples hating a 
total area of 2;4 in.*. Figures Jo5 through 3.17 present these data. 
It is to be noted that in many of these graphs the early intervals of 
the l-snd+-sdn interval collectors show higher initial fallout 
activities than ths first intervals of the 30-min interval collectors 
on the same islati.' The correction for decay is reflected in these 
results. Obviously, the midpoint of the sampling intervals for the 
first few l+nW5=xdn intervals is much closer to the actual time of 
detonation than tne midpoint of the first 3Gmi.n interval. However, 
it is believed that the s&hod used is a reasonable method of showing 
the relative activity at about the actual tims of sampling. 

Activity results from Shots 1 and 3 were more complete than 
from the other shots. Data from selected intervals from these two 
shots can be expressed in approximate units of disintegrations per 
minute per square foot, using the relationr 

activity * = I*67 *z x '**' 
. 

(3.19) 

These results (in Tables 3.5 2nd 3.6) indicate the concentration of 
beta activity which cotid be expected over land areas, assuming that 
the material falling into the collector trays fell uniformly over the 
land IIWS being considered.+ 

The results indicate that when significant fallout occurred 
at an island'onthe shot atoll after any of these shots, it apparently 
began to arrive there within S~JC minutes after the detonation. The 
maximum activity per sampling time interval resulting from Shot1 and 
St This assumptionhas not been investigated extensively. Several 

groups of two IFc's ten feet apart and with identical timing 
intervals were set up at IVY.3 There was a variation in the re- 
sults of the two instruments; it was much less pronounced where 
the station was subject to heavy fallout than where fallout was 

sparse. At CASm, no instr.uments were available to cheek this 
assumption. 
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other &ota having the same order of magnitude arrived at all aanrp~ng 
atatlona during the first hour after the detonation. Extrapolation of 
the beta activity Indicated rates as high as 1.3x1& d/Pdn, 1 to 6 
ndnutea after the detonation. 

Cumulative residual activity levels, which are calculated 
values reflecting the activity arriving during an int8rval as well as 
the decay of residual activity depoalted in previous titervala,are 
also shown in Figures 3.5 to 3.17. The mnmlativg activity levels 
indicate that if peraonnsl were in such areas of fallout at later 
times, they would generally not b8 subject to an activity level and 
also a doso rate greater than that which existed at the beginning of 
fallout. 

These results are consldered,to exclude the amall percentage 
of activity with energies below 0.4 M8v; also, all activity detected 
is considered a primsry b&a particti. Th8 results alao do not in- 
clude gamma activity in the fallout; it can be assumed that such gamma 
actititp will be roughly proportional to the beta activity. In general, 
most of the activity had arrived at a given station wlthin 3 to 6 
hours after the detonation, with small amounts continuing to arritre up 
to at least 12 hr after tha detorretion. 

Any fallout occurring at a station I.2 hr after a detonation 
is, in general, not reflected in the IX activity restits. ft is 
known, for example, that light fallout occurred on the Oboe-Tar8 chain 
th8 night after Shot 2* It is possible that such fallout may have ar- 
rived elsewhere at the atoll both after Shot 2 and after the other 
shots; however, such fallout at lets times should generally be minor. 

There is a possibility that some of the activity collected 
during the later t&z intervals had reached the ground during earlier 
tlPles and was redistributed by the wind. It is alao possible that the 
shock wave from a detonation IRXU also raise fallout from earlier 
shots off the ground. This fallout could then be rediatribxtsd by the 
wind. Such an effect was quite possible on the Do@eorge chain after 
Shot 2 and posslbl8 at both other Shot 2 stations and after Shot 4 at 
all stations. It 1s believed that this effect from Shot 3 is remote 
because of the low y5eld of the device which noti produce oorreapond- 
ingly low shock waves. Shots 1 and 6 locationa and aampUng stations 
were in essentially uncontamirrated locations. 

3.4.2 Cloud Action Baaed upon Cloud Photography and Wind Vectora 

Project 9 .l photography indicated that the Shot 1 cloud ex- 
panded horizontally v8ry rapidly during the First few minutes after 
the detonation; it was 7.2 lldlea in dielPster 1 ndn after the shot and 
70 miles In cUam8ter 10 adn after the ahot .w Such rapid expansion 
may be the reason that fallout was observed so soon after the detona- 
tion. The fallout intensity was greatest at the downw%nd &ationa on 
the north and eeat Side8 of the shot atolL As woti be expected from 
observing the wind vectors for Shot 1 (Ap@Mlx B), fallout was much 
leas intense at th8 croaaaini stations. 

The clouds e&or atema from Shots 2, 4 and 6 spread almost 
as rapidly as the Shot 1 cloud, 12/ but the wind vectors existing dur- 
lng Shots 2 arxi 6 (Appendix B) precluded the~aaibility of much aig- 
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Fig. 3.13 Variation of Beta Actitity with Tins, Shot 3 
Fox O-12 hr, George o-2 hr, Wncle l-24 min, 
uncle O-12 hr. 
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F%g. 3.16 Variation of Beta Actlvitp with Time, Shot 4, 
Hm hl2hr, Lave 0_2/3hrj Sbt 6, Alice bl2hr, 
Belle O-12hr. 
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Jonst O-12Hr 

- lntervol Activity 

--- Cumulotiva Activity 

Fig. 3.1'7 Variation of Beta Activity 
with Time, Shot 6, Janet u-12 _hour 

nificant fallout fmmthese shots being deposited over most band 
areas of the shot atolls. Shot 4 fallout was Bignlficant from Dog 
through How and light'or nonwdstent on the other islands. 

No photographs of the Shot 3 cloud were obtained,12/ The Shot 
3 yield was relatively much lower than the yields from the other shots 
and it can be postulated that the resultant cloud was much smaller 
and did not cover the entire shot atoll. DeposItion of Shot 3 fallout 
at Bikini Atoll my be accounted for by examlnlng the wind vectors at 
shot time* (Appendix B). Surface and low altitude winds carried in- 
tense activity to the stations immdiately to the west of gro\md zero 
immediately after the detonation. Winds at altitudes above 6000 ft 
transported the cloud to the downw3.m-i stations 14 miles to the north 
of ground sero l/2 to 11/2 hr after the shot. 

3.4.3 Activity in the Base Surge 

No evidence of base surge activity from Shots 1 and 4 was 
found by this project, because all base surge sawling stations were 
made inoperative either by blast pressures or by heavy waterwaves. 
The Director, Program 2, has stated that no evidence of a base surge 
was found from axly CASTLE shot but that secondary disturbances at the 
base of the colu;?m of the surface water shots (in shallc~~ water) have 

*been observed in photographs. 
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TABLE3.6 - shot3 Beta Activity at Sampling Time 
Units of 109 dpm/ft2 

1 
___z-- 

I 

Islsnd : - 

0-w 

wi3 9.32 

JQW 9.32 

FOX 9.32 

HW 2.00 

Uncle 41700 

victor 16.6 

Zebra I.26 

Tims After Shot 

k-1 Hr 

7.55 

2.22 

2.22 

!398 

-230 

22.20 

13.90 

-- 

l-l* Hr 

83. 

48.8 

4.22 

n.0 

320 

8.66 

l.C!4 

6.66 

l49 

22.2 

1.07 

393 

1.55 

1.15 

a-3 Iis -.- 
2.22 

8.66 

2.44 

0.33 

57.7 

3.33 

0.49 

~~4~ 4+5Hr 

1*7l I-- 0.29 

4.66 089 

1.64 4.00 

0.40 I 1.62 

40.0 93.2 

0.22 

0.33 

I 

0.24 

2P-r 
0.58 

0.53 

1.47 

0.27 

35.5 

1.89 

$4 E 

0.82 

0.93 

5.33 

0.29 

5 .ll 

g&10 Hl 

0.60 

0.31 

l&G 

0.78 

5.33 

0.13 0.10 



3.4.4 Fallout at Elnrjr 

SSscondary fallout was detected by beta laboratory background 
countera at ElPler at about 24 hr after Shot 1; 11 to 16 hr and 45 to 
100 hr after Shot 2; 4 to 6 hr after Shot 4; and 12 to 14 hr after 
Shot 6. The actititiea found were generally not over 50 timss back- 
ground and were not high enough to constitute a real hazard to person- 
nel. 

3.5 CALQKA ACTIVITY 

The Rad Safe Calrmrr grourvP readings (Appendix C) measured 
shortly after each shot and which were apparently representative 
ground readings were corrected back to one hour after each, shot, the 
tW by which the peak of significant activity had been reached. This 
time wae e&mated from the time of arrival restits obtained from the 
inter&ttent fallout collector. The correction is made by the ex- 
pression 

t2 
1.2 

A1*k tl’ l) 
(3 030) 

where A2 is the observed activity at time, t2 
Al ia the activity calculated at time, tl 

The exponent 1.2 is an appr_Jxfmation. In the absence of the 
actual exponent associated with the gam!m decay ita use l$.ea within 
the accuracy associated with the actual ground readings obtained and 
the relatively short period of time involved in the extrapolation. 
The survey readings resulting from contamination from previous shots 
were subtracted as background in determining the level of activity 
associated with a sub$equent detonation. These dose rates are shown 
in Figs. 3.18 to 3.22. Segments of isodose rate lines have been 
drawn a8 solid lines wbre island dose rate readings, together with 
wind vector data, make such approximationa reasonable. Where no data 
was’ available, the iaodose rate lines are shown as dashed linea. 

Infinite gamma dosages, based on Rad Safe ground readings, 
were also calculated3 they Lndicate the hazard assodated with perma- 
nent occupation of an area with the same degree of contaminations 
These values are underlined in Figs. 3.18 to 3.22. 

, 

3.6 BETA ACTIVfTY CONCENTRATIONS 

The total beta activity per unit weight or volt associated 
with a sample composed of ndxed nuclides ia defined as the activity 
concentration. It refers to the plue the low energy gaErma 
activity detected by the beta oounting equimn,. Aa used here, the 
actltity concentration can be thougnt of aa being similar to what is 
usually referred to as the n8pe6ific actitity+! of a particular isotope 
in a trample. 

The activity concentration of the liquid phase collected in 
the 8-0s jars was determined by counting an aliqubt portion of the 
filtrate after it had been evaporated to dryness. The activity con- 
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Fig. 3.18 Gamma Dose Rates in Ro&tgens/hr of Shot 1 Fallout 1 hr after Shot Time. 
Infinite dosages (underlined) in rosntgens are based upon these dose rates* 



0 0 II 

Fig. 3.19 Ballme Dorm Rates in Roentgens/hr of Shot 2 Fallout 1 hr After Shot T%m. 
Infinite dosages (underlined) in roentgena are based upon these dose rates. 
!Phere was light fallout at the two islands marbd with asterisks during the 
night after Shot 2; dose lgtes on the latter islands are based on readings 
aftewtb secondaryfallout was completed. 
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Fig. 3.20 Gaxm DoeeRates inRoentgens/br of Shpt3 Falloutlhr After Shot Time. 
Infin5te Dosages (underlimd) in roentgens are based upon fhese dose rates. 
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Fig.3.2l GamaDoseRates in Roentgen&r of Shot 4 l!'allout 1 hr after Shot 'Nmeo 
Infinite Dosages (underlined) in rwntgem are based upon these dose ratea. 
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centration in the solid phase was found by disaolvlng the solid in 
r3tric acid (to wake a sample rrlth uniform activity for counting) and 
procxmibg as above. The activity corrections discussed in Section 
3.2 were applied and the results, expressed in d/min/gm or d/min/siL, 
uere corrected to 15 ndn after shot tim'by methods similar to those 
discussed in Section 3.3.1. 

The Shot 1 fallout as collected was not sufficient to enable a 
study to be made of the activity concentration as a function of time 
after the shot. However, enough sample was obtained from a few col- 
leetors to determim the activity concentrations over the entire tine 
cycle. The results, presented in Table 3.7, indicate that the con- 
centration of activity psr unit weight of the solid material was of 
the sa108 order of magrxltude for all samples and independent of tim and 
distance within the area sampled. A slightly smaller concentration is 
indicated for particles collected dwQag the first two hours than for 
those collected during the 120hr period after the shot. The concentra- 
tion of activity in tb liquid is much less than that of the solid. 
It should be poixted out that not such data are available and oategori- 
cal conclusions should not be made. 

Liquid fallout samples were colleoted in the 30-&n ooliector 
at How after Shot 4. The liquid exhibited considerable activity. The 
beta concentration as.8 fuuction of tinr, vm determined 4 days after 
Shot 4 at the Reject 2.6b laboratory at Elmer. The results are shown 
in Table 3.S. Absorption and be&scattering correctlons were not 
determined, hence the activity concentration is expressed in c/tin/nil.. 
The table iudicates that tks beta concentration increased gradually up 
to 9 hr after Shot 4 and then dropped of sharply. 

Activity concentrations in the remixing samples of collected 
liquid fallout were too low to be significant. The volume of liquid 
collected for all samples is listed in Appendix D. ActiTnty concen- 
trations of a Shot 1 size-graded solid sample are shown in Table 3.15. 

TABLE 3.7 - Activity Concentrations of Shot 1 Fallout 

Ti f 
sample CoEeZt ion 
H 
NZ 

oto 2hr 
Otol2hr Solid 

Baft 250.12 otol2hr Solid 
Raft 250.12 0 to 12 hr Liquid 0.791aO7 d/min/niL 
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TABLE 3.8 - Activity Concentration of Shot 4, 
How;Liquid Fallout 

‘-Shot cti 

L (hr) 
y Concentration 

(c/n&&l) 
3.2 x 104 
4.3 x 106 
5.0 x 104 
7.2 xld 

$! z 1.8 7.9 x xl04 103 

. 

3.7 BETA EREROY MEASUREXB~S 

Aluminumabaorbers, inserted between the sample and tube window 
very near to the tube window, were urred on selected samples to deter- 
mine the IIX&IIDU~~ range arrl errergy of the beta radiation. A plot was 
made of activity v8 absorber thi.ckmae ; sufficient absorber8 mre \wed 
to obtain the gamma background associated Kith the beta activity. A 
Sample plot 18 S~~IRII in Fig. 3.23. 

The llgximum range, R, of the beta radiation was determined by 
ti8Ukl inspection of the point on the curve where the gamma contrlbu- 
tion c8aaed to be the, sole contributor to the total activity. The 
beta energy, E, was calculated us%ng the mlation.l& 

where 
E = 1.85R f 0.245 (3.n) 
Erntmimumenergyin Mev 
Rmmaldmumrangeinaluminumin~qg/c~ 

The l'e8fit8 ax'0 prCBse!Xted in Tabb 3.9. 
Absorpfion mbthcds for the determination of beta energies fcr 

fission product sampl88 ar8 aubgect to error dus to the preeence of a 
significant amount of gamslra activity which OVerShadm8 the activity of 
high energy beta emitters present In the 8amples. Determination of 
the range by visual inspection of the curves when ganxna background8 
are present will yield an apparent range wh5ch ier less than the actual 
range. 

The data indicate that the apparent maximum beta energy of sev- 
era1 Shot 1 samples increased from 1.7 Mev to 2.2 - 2.5 Rev durdng the 
period from 9 to 70 days after the shot. The Hunter-Ballou curvesI& 
Indicate that 9 day8 after fission the contributors ha 
en8ree8 are L&Q !l..7 IM) and Prlu (2.97 bkv). IIF 

the highest 
La contribute8 

12 per cent ati I@44 0.3 per cent of the total activity at the time. 
Shot 1 absorption data taken 9 day8 after the shot indicate the pre- 
sence of LalQ). As the tinre after the detonation Increased, the 
curves Indicated that the contribution of R144 to the total activity 
increased (i.e., 0.9 per cent and 2.4 per cent at 24 and 70 days 
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respectively,) The increasing contribution of P&44 is reflected in 
the increase of the maximum ensrgiea shown in the tablesa 
Contributions of higher emrgy isotopes, such as Rhla, during this 
time are rmgligible. 

Since fission product samples contain many nuclides contribu- 
ting to the total beta activity of the sample, each of which has its 
own enx-gy spectrum associated n&h it, no conclusions should be 
drawn frPmthese data as to the average beta energies of these samples. 

TABLE 3.9 - 3eta Range Measurements 

Shot 

1 

: 

i: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

: 
3 
4 

Time Interval 

uncle 0-*hr 
HoW *-NW 

9 I 780 

;; 
103. 

9 
15 
25 
9 
15 
25 
73 
1Gl 

2 
I 

1170 
1180 
1180 
780 
820 

1080 
780 

6% 
1120 
1200 
940 
800 

E?iifii3 
-TIT- 

2.4 
2.4 

f:G 
1.4 
2i2 
1.7 
1.g 
2.2 

::'5 

::s: 

3.S GAMMA WERGY SPECTRUM 

The gamma energy and decay spectrum of a ground sample picked up 
at George after Shot 4 was investigated with a scintillation spectra- 
meter. Individual isotopes were identified where possible and their 
activities corrected back to the time of detonation. 

Work similar to that done here hae been carried out for pretiow 
operations by Bouquet et al. 1H The method assigmd the most energetic 
photopeak.to a specific nuclide or gamma ray for which a rtandard 
spectrum was available or could be estimated. Since the area under 
the photopeak is directly proportional tc the intensity of the radio- 
actitity, a quantitative measure of the amount of the nuclide of gamsm 
ray present in any sample can be made. By normalizing the standard 
spectrum of the assigned nuclide or gamma ray to the intensity ob- 
aerPed in the fallout sample, its contribution to the total sample 
spectrum was subtracted. 'Ma subtraction exposed the next most 
emrgetic photopeak to the sate treatment and the cycle was repeated. 
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3.5.1 Gamma Counting Equipment and Techniques 

The sensing element of the scintillation 
13 in.-diamter, l-in. thick cyliMri~a1 Crystal ___- -_ 

sp8ctrolPeter waa'a 
Of NaI(Tl). Th8 

Crystal was mounted with a poud8r8d WO reflector on the photo-cathode 
of a selected RCA 5819 phototitipli8r tube. The voltage supplying 
the photomUltiplier was well stabilized, being k8r>t constant to a few 
tenth8 per cent during a particular rune The output of th8 photo- 
multiplier was coupled to an Atomic 204-R pulse amplifier. The linear 
high level output of the amplifier nsnt to an Atomic 510 single &an- 
ael pulse height analyzer, the outpout of which waa recorded with a 
standard-typf3 8&.8r. Background was reduced by us*ing a 3 in. lead 
shield aurrourrding the RaI(T1) crystal. 

Several gra3le of fallout, consisting largely of coral-like 
material, IfBde up the sampl.8 to be aIIa&%8d. The material was ground 
to a powder and for the first aeriee of tvns a 0.0246 gram sample was 
used, Th8 sample was placed about 9/16 in. from the face of the 
NaI(Tl) crystal. There was l/8 in. of alU&Wn b8tW88nthe source 
and Crystal to 8tOp the huh-energy beta ray8 Coming from some Of the 
decayLng isOtop8. A ~hanneltidth of one volt was chosen for the 
pul.88 height analyzer a8 a COmptotiSc, betw88n good statistic8 and 
resolution. Dataw8re obtai~dbymovingthe pulse heightanalyrter 
in one volt 8t8p8 over the whole pUls8 height 8p8ctrum, counting for a 
given length of tm at each point. Before 8aCh run the pulse height 
dial Of the 8peCtIPIIBt8r wa8 Calibrated for 8n8rgy using th8 0.511 bf0V 
annihilation radiation from the decay of Na22 positrons. Data on each 
run were taken for the above emrgy scale. In addition, th8 amplifier 
gain was increased by a factor of 4 andth8 spectrum rerun to examine 
the low energy end of the spectrum. The pulse height spectrum ob- 
tained lG days after shot tim is shorvn in flg8. 3.24 and 3.25 

3.3.2 Procedure Used in Analysis of Curves 

Analysis of th3 experi%xAal data is ba88d on four factst 
(1) the gam decay schems of lrost iaotopea are known with a reason- 
able degree of accuratry, (2) the shape of the sp3Ctrum for any or@ 
i8OtOp8 r8laaina unchanged for Varying amounts Of the i6OtOpe, (3) the 

’ photo-peak of the highest energy gamma in a 8pectrUmis not affected 
by any athar reaction in the cry&al, (4) the area of a photo-peak ie 
a valid masure of the amount of the gamnra producing that peak. Ad- 
ditionalaids inthe aasigrmnsnt of specific photo-peak8toindividual 
isotopes were found in decay data fromthe aamp18 spectra, and the 
information'covering the mj0r contri'buting fi38iOn podUCt8 at any 
given time after the fission of U235&/ 

The RhOtO 
Yb 

and part of the Compton distribution of the 1.6 
Mavgam+i ray of& appeared to be uncontaminated by other ganms 
ray8. 1,a1Gs is the 4G hr daughter of 12.8 day Ra140. According to 
the table of i&JCtOpe8,1~ the88 tW0 iSotOp88 have Peak gamma rays at 
2.51 and 3.00 Mev. The 1.6 Hev photo-peak suggested the possibility 
of nornali&ng the known scintillation counter spectrum of Balm and 
L&N to that of the fallout sample. Then,by point-by-pint suimm- 
tion of the ep3ctrum,one would retmove the 8ffeCt of the Ball0 and 
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Id&O. 
Accordingly, a chemical separation.of ~a140 watt made from a - 

fallout sample. h%ne days after the separation, PalLO had come to 
transient equtiibriwn and a scintillation spectrometer pulse-height 
distribution was obtained. This distribution was used in the analysis 
of all the fallout spectra. 

Won ~ub;b~t~~~~~$je ~~l~andtal40,a peak&about79 
tiwas found. tielded ody one major photo-mak at 
about 750 kev with om an iasignificant peak at 235 km, a standard 
cwve for Zr954b95 was obtained and a subtracttin procedure .sinKl.ar 
to that for ~al4QalzO was used. Si 
found after the subtraction of BsL~~~-L~ 9% 

rly,a peaka 
and 2r954b 5. 8 

500 kevwas 

was assigned to 3~103. 
This peak 

A standard curve was also obtasned for RulO3. 
Two standard spectrometer curves at the two amplifier gains used for 
the fallout spectra were obtai-d for each of the isotopes mentioned. 

At gamvm-ray energies of a few hundred kilovolts or more, IZW 
pulse-height distributions per gapnna ray are obtained, 8 bell-shaped 
distribution called a photo-k and.8 broad, nearly flat, distribu- 
tion due to Compton effect. At lower energzies the amount of Compton 
effect become6 increasingly small compared to photo-effect,so that at 
about 100 kev the Compton effect is negligible. In addition, there 
are secondary scatterirg effects which throw counts normlly in the 
Compton distribution into the photo-peak which for low ganxna-ray 
energies results in a great reduction in the theoretical Campton dis- 
tribution. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.26 by the theoretical 
and experimmtal curves of the rati. of the photo-peak to total area. 

At the low gamma-ray energies the procedure was to work first 
with the highest energy photo-peak left from the subtraction of known 
isotopes. The photo-peak was fitted w5th a Caussj.an curve and its 
area determined. The Compton effect is found fMm the experiumtal 
curve of ratio of photo-peak to total peak. The Cmptm distribution 
was then subtracted from the peak3 of lower energy and the procedure 
repeated. 

At energies below about 2OC kev the photo-peak of the various 
gamma rays overlapped. AS an aid in the subtraotion procedure it was 
assumed that the width of the mks at one-half IIL3xfmum followed the 
l$ law, w where E is the energy of the gamhrz ray proc?ucing the 
photo-peak+ Thus, three conditions were imposed uponthe photo-waks, 
(1)aJ.l availtrble counts were used, (2) the peaks were Gaussian in 
shape, and (3)the width of the peak followed the I$$ la-v. 

3r8.3 Detection Efflcienq of the Scintillation Spectrometer 

Assume that the gamma-q somce emits gamm rays of one 
energy oxily. The number, Nt, of those gam rays detected by the 
crystal are 

where 

% 
_ Noe-U(E)~lX~l ( 1 _ e-u( Q&&T (3.22) 

&=: source strmgth 
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if 
&I = 
Ape t 

ener&y dependent absorption 
aluminum 
thickness of almnimm H;hich 
penetrate 
energy dependexit absorption 
NiSI 

coefficient of 

gama rays must 

coefficient of 

effective solid angle the so'z.rce subtends at 
the crJY?tal 
thickness of NaI crystal 
the area of the photo-peak and At - the total 
area of the pulse height distribution, then 
the nu&er of couuts NP in the photo-peak 
will be: 

N = ?e 
-G)A~A 

A (3.23) 
4 

It is assumed that @is independent of energy which is only 
true to a good approximation. The absorption in &I at low energies 
is much greater than at high energie,s so that the gamma rays are ab- 
sorbed largely near the incident face of the crystal. This results 
in an increased solid angle over that for the higher energies. Tests 
indicate t&t this effect is of little importance in the analysis of 
the present datae 

The above formula has been used to detertine the relative de- 
tection efficiency. Use was made 
AS a partial check, sourc%s of Na 22 

f the 8 erimental A /A c\trvB~ 
ati Cs% were coungd in a G-M 

counter so as to get their relative source strengt'ns. From the known 
,decay s&ems the number of gamma rays per beta were dsterrnined and 
an efficiency curve plotted which was in excellent agreement with the 
above curve. 

Absolute calibration of the spectron&er was attempted in 
order to perform absolute analysis for various isotopes. Products of 
the 81oW neutron fission of a U235 Sample that had been recently ir- 
radiated at Erookhaven National Laboratory were available. The neu- 
-tron flux was known and it was possible to calculate the yield of the 
various isotopes. 

The Pro'ect 2.6b report, discuss83 the n&hods of obtaining 
Zr95-IJb95, d 
fission of U 35;'it also discusses the Zr and Ce calibration proce- 

Cs ati C&d-$hb standards from the thermal neutron 

dure.12/ The samples were mounted under the saxm conditions as the 
fallout samples (desctibed In Sec. 3.2) and amma 
for the known 80lwCe8. d 

spectra were taken 
Tb gamma rays of Zr.5 are 730 km;those of 

Cel4l are l45 km, and Cel44 are 134 kev. The Ce gamm rays Werep- 

.dominantly dus to Ceu a8 it has a 33-day halflife ~oqm%d witi 
282 days for Cel4. To deternine the amount of Cela nre8e 
made of the known u235 fi88iOn yield8 Of 5.7 pWC8Ilt -tar Ce bi 

US% WaS 
and 5.3 

percent for Cew. XL./ 
Experimentally the inten83,tp of a given gamma ray was deter- 

xlmd through the area of its'photo-peak. The absciesa of the cum% 
i8 in volts and th8 ordinate in counts per minute so that the area of 
the photo-peak is in tb units of count-volts per minute. To obtain 
the correction factor for converting count-olts per minute to gamrret 
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Fig, 3.26 Theuxetioal and Expedmental Ratiqs of the 'Area of the photo- 
pesk to Total Area and Praotiond Absorption in a l-in. %I Crystal 

Fig. 3.27 ,Faotor to Commrt Area of Photopeak in Gamna Rays/Volt 
MmIi/idnW+oNumberofCnrmrrn~s/mln 
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rays per minute the reciprocal of the efficiency was ewloyed and put 
on an absolute basis with the Cc-anti-Zr data. For the geomtry used 
in thiu work Ce gave 3.70 gamm ray8 per volt count per ndn at US 
kev and Zr 23.6 gamma rays per molt count per minute at 730 kev. The 
curve shown in Fig. 3.27 was normalized to these values. 

3.8.4 Reeulta 

Ths mea ofthe photo-peaks of the various gamma rayswaspld- 
ted ae a function of time on semi-log paper and extrapolated back to 
shot tim?. ?&me 

z40 
38 dmrs such a curve for the decay of the 16W- 

kev gamma ray in La The slope of the curve is in excellent agree- 
m&with the accepted"va3ue of the parent ISal@. The decay schemes 
of &r;D ad I&Q are kuown, which enabled the gamma contribution of 
the other gamma rays from the 1600-kev peak to be calculated (Table 
3.10). 

HALF LIFE: 12.8 DAYS 

I lllll 

PHOTO PEAK (Vi;T COUNTWMIWGRAM OF SAMPLE) 
10s 

F’ig. 3.28 The Lal@ 1.6 Mm photopeak as a Function of l%me 

The experimental results are given in Table 30ll.0. The results 
arerecordedasthe nunber of gamm rays per minutepergram of fall- 
out. The quoted errors represent the reproducibility of the method or 
the precision with uhichths intensity of a particular gamma ray is 

knouuinthe sample. T&Se error8 vmre judged from the fit of the 
experlmenta3.decaypotistothe best straight lim reporeseMbytbe 
poiHt8. No estilPate is made of the absolute accurwy of the data. 
hver, when lmying lcl5JctuFee of 2r954m95, Bsuo-fallo, and CdU - 
FYm were synthesized and analyzed by the techn%pB, the amimum 
emcv between the actual compoeitlon and the gamma spectral analysis 
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TABIJ3 3.lO -Derived Values from Knonn 
of 1600 ktw Gamma Ray 

Isotope 

----I FromLa~ 
n 
(I 
* 

Fronpl~ ’ 
* 
n 

335 
490 
820 
m.0 

1% 
304 
537 

Gamma Activity at Time of Shot 
106 Gamma Rays/nan/gm 

0.1.95 ; z.25 ’ 

2 f o:os 
0.195 4.0 ', 

::"n E + 

CL;15 

0.3 0.03 
1.2 2 0.1 

._--- __- .._._ 

B assumed to bs in secular euullibrium with 8 half- 
Ufe of 12.8.days. 

_ 

TABLE 3.13 - Important Gamma Contributors to Shot 4 Activitp 

-. 
_ .--- 

GanmaRay 

._-EzY- 
35and 64* 
104 
145 
UC5 

~~ 

;z 
500 

E 
750 
1600 

-- 

Ganrme Activity 
at Time of shot 

__&_w= Rq%_ninA 
9.3 + 0.9 

E.4 
+3 
kl.O 

o.G95+- 0.05 

Y k3 +3 
3.8 + 1.1 
2.4 kG.5 
0.25 20.05 
8.1 21.4 
3.9 + 0.3 

Possible 
Isotope 

--?-m 

;337gg3~d 

Not identified 
C&a 
$237 and Np239 
U23' and Np239 
@$z7an$ Mp239 

RX&G3 
Not identified 
Not idmtlfied 
Not identified 
La140 

- 

- 

3c At timsa greater than 10 days after the shot 
+w Conbimd 

-1 
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was’ only 5.8 per cent. This corre tion was aEI1ntaznea even when tns 
relative concentration of the nucl es were changed by a factor of 20. % 
Subsequent ax&y&s of the fallout from TEAPOT indicate a variation of 
Pe s than 14 per cent between a radiochevdxal separation of ~al40 - 
LaH40 arxl ths ganmra spectral analyses. 

The peak at 750 kev remaining after subtraction of Ba and La 
decayed aa if an Isotope of 7-day half-life and an isotope of 35-day 
half-life were present. Both activities are unassigmd. 

The peak at 500 kev left after subtracting the contributions 
due to the higher-energy gamma rays decayed with half lives of 11 and 
4Odagse These activities are assigned to Ndl47and Ru103. 

At low energies, peaks were found at 104, 209, 264, and 340 
kev, decaying with an average half-life of about 5.5 days. These 
gaxmna rays are believed due to the combined effects of 6.7-day U237 
and 2.3-day Np239. The predominant peak at 104 kev IS due to the 105 
kev gm ray rep&ted for Np239 and to the x-ra 8 following the in- 
ternal conversion of a gamma ray of 2070kev in U 37. Unfortunately, S 
data earlier than 10 days were not available and the data covering 
the period 10 to 40 days were not extensive enough to permit the sep- 
aration of the ttvo isotopes. Because of the 29-kw energy difference 
and about equal-decay half lives, the peak at 35 kev is believed to 
be the lodim x-ray escape peak of the 640ksv gamma ray. Also, the 
related number of countsin thetwopeaksla inagreementuiththat 
expected from the theoretical calcu&ations of Axel.20 These calcula- 
tions predicate a ratio of escape to non-escape of 0. 4 covipared with -4 
the present result of 0.15. 

Below the 35-kev peak there is seen a sharp rise In the pulse- 
height distribution. These counts are believed to be due to ths 
Bremsstrahlung radiation formed in stopping high-energy beta FartiaSO 
Since the beta rays were stopped in aluminum rather than in 801138 more 
dense materlal the number was kept to a minimum. The actual amount 
forvmd has not been evaluated. 

This work indicates that, within limitations, isotopic analy- 
sis can be carried out on fallout through a study of the gamma-ray 
spectrum. In future work, use should be made of the fact that short 
lived isotopes almost invariably emit the highsr-energy gasuna rays. 
For instanc8,'Na24, which is produced In large quantities in a nuclear 
detonation near sea water, has a 2.76 kev ganum ray and 150hr half 
life. At a tW of about one day after the shot this ia the only 
ganuna ray of apprecla 

a 
intensit in this energy region. About ten 

days after a shot, Ba and La u% are in transient=equXl~brium~ 
Lam eml;ts al&&v gamma whichisthe only ganma ray inthatenergy 
‘region at that time after the shot. At a period of~about 60 days 
after a *ot9 Zr95 may be analyzed with a gamma ray at 730 kev. Also, 
at this time, an analysis can be made of Rulo3 with a ga=na energy of 
498 km by subtraction procedures. 

The external radtition hazard, (gamma dose rate) Is an energy 
dependent phenomenon, ulth tIm effects of gamma rays increasing as the 
energy lncreases~ Ana3ysis of the ganrma spectrum of fallout used in 
conjunction wlth the kraown decay sohems of the individual isotopes 
could yield data showing the contribution of the gasma dose rate from 
all isotopes of arrg consequence in fallout. Not enough isotopes were 



analyzed here to perform such an ana%Vibo 

3.9 RADIOACTIVE! PARTICfE SIZG ANALYSIS 

The dried amples from all trays of each aolleotor were combined, 
weighed, and then sieved through a 4& sieve. The weight of each 
fraction was determined and a weighed portion of each fraction ~WJ 
used for radioautography. 

These fractiona were washed from the weighing dishes with 
toluene oxto the backside of Eadmaa NPB stripping film which was pre- 
vioud.y momted on b-in. plastic rings. The transfer was done in dim 
light. Canadabalsam,whichwas addedbeforethe toluene evaporated 
to form a uniform adhesive medium for the particles,did not interfere 
with microscopic observation. The celluloid backing separated tb 
particles from the tmihion so that during proceseing the particle 
mediumwas rot disturbed (Mg.3.29). The NTD filmhas alOy.dhlck 
emulsion and a '7~ thick backing. 

The radioautographa were exposed for the empirically determined 
time of 15 hr for sample8 measuring 100,000 cpm, 25 hr for sample8 
counting 50,OOC cpm, 60 br for 25,000 cpm, etc. All exposures were 
started 6 to 9 days after each shot. The radioautographs were devel- 
oped in Eastnu Kodak D-19 Developer for 5 U&I at 200 C., then rinsed 
and fixed for 10 nrI.n. All developing operationa were dorw without di8- 
turbing the particle medium. The particles were projected at a magxxb 
fication of 1COO times with a &xv-projector which consisted of a 
BauschandLo& research microscope &&ed on a micro-projector base 
with carbon arc u.luJnination. The particle images we?e projected at 
a nqqA.fication of 1000X. kadioactive particles only were measured. 
The llmltations of tb optical microscope precluded the observation of 
particles below about 1~. 

m&l” 
PREPARATION POSITION 

~pr++---- , 
I 

-----__+,,_f--+j 
MCIIINC / WNilCLCS HC’_DEN 

CANADA l AL6AM 

DEVELOPING AND EXAMINATION PO!ilTlON 

F'ig. 3.29 Preparation of Part&la Odium; Developing 
and Examination Position of Stripping Film 
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The number median diamter 
(u ), and average diameter (Davg) 
a lyzed. A 

The NMD is defined as that 

(b), geometric standard deviation 
were obtained for each sample 

size such that 50 per cent of the 
number of the particles are smaller and 50 per cent are larger than 
the stated size. The value is obtained by inter@aticn of two valw 
bracketing the 50 per cent line on a cumulative graph of number dis- 
tribution. 

The geomtric standard deviatian(Q 
gree of homogeneity of the &mple. It is d 

> is a masure of the de- 

following relationships& 
efined by either of the 

q.g= 

=g= 

cumulative &u, percent particle size on log-probability plot 
cwmslative 50 percent particle size on log-probability plot 

(324) 

cumulative 50 peroent partiole size on log-probability plot 
oumnlative 15.87 percent particle size on log-probab&.iif plot 

The range frcm 15.87 percent to 8~33 percent is cne s-d de- 
viation. ag may theoretically be a~ valne from 1 to infinity. Value8 
near 1 indioate a homogeneous semple. As the value inoreaaes, samples 
are indicatedaebeingmre hetigeneous. &l praotice, values rarely 
are hfgher than 4 to 6 for field esmplzs, 22/ 

The average 

where CDn is the 

En is the 

diameter Davg = CDn 

Cn 
(3.26) 

sum of t& diameter of alZl of the particles 

sum of the number of particles 

Particles as large as 3000 p were found during the analysis. 
The procedure of separating each sample into two fractions eliminated 
the requirement of a ccmoonexposure time for both amallandlarge 
particles and the strraller particles were IIpre easily distinguished 
than they would be in an unfractionated sample. Since a gross particle 
size distribution was not made,, the data from both fractions of each 
sample could not be recombirwd to give one NMD for each station. How- 
ever, the number of particles in the larger fraction was found by 
microscopic examination to be only a zmll percentage of the number of 
particles in the gross sample; hence, the small fraction NIdD would not 
be raioed by-aw great extent, if it had been possible to combine the 
two fractiona. Thus, the NMD of the small fraction may be considered 
to be the approximate NMD of the entire sample. It should be pointed 
out that the use of sieves in fractionating particles may have some 
tendency to break up agglomerated particles into their smaller COW 
panents, although some exper~ntal evidence indicatss that this effect 
is minor. Particle size results are presented in Tables 3.12 and 3.13 
ati are summarized as followsr 
SHOT It The NMD of the small fraction ranged from 5 to 1705~. -- 
The MD of the krge fraction ranged fro=i 61 to U8p. 



TABLE 3.X2 - shot l,FuuWacti.ve particle AnalysisReeuS~ 

station 

2 2 
hay 2 
WY 3.2 
George 2 
George I.2 
How 2 
How I2 

1. 2 
Nan I.2 
oboe 2 
Oboe 12 
Uncle 2 
Uncle I.2 
Victor 2 
Viotor 12 
wi3K8n2 
Yoke 2 
YokEI 12 
Zebra 2 
Zebra I.2 
Alpha 12 
Bravo 2 
Bravo 12 
Raft 
250.05 12 
Raft 
250.12 12 
Average 2 
Average 12 

lt 

Under 44 P 
I 
1 =g 

2; 
16; 

2:: 
2124 

X3.8 2.38 
15.0 2.53 

16.5 
16.5 
5.2 
17.0 
10.8 
133 
0.4 
8.0 

2.79 
2.12 
2.54 

;:z 

Z:$ 
2.94 

n,, -- 
17.0 
16.1 
19.0 
16.4 
17.9 

18.9 
18.7 
8.0 
19.1 
LG.8 
1508 
11.9 
l2e4 

Insufficient S+pl6 
6.6 2:: 

10.8 
ll.5 
12.5 
10.7 
9.7 
13.2 
11.8 

2.00 
2.58 
253 
3,16 
2.32 
2.66 
2.27 
2.m 
2.12 

16.7 
13.9 
15.0 
1501 
1401 
13.3 
17.3 
14.8 

11.5 2.70 16.0 

14.7 
12.5 
10.9 

I 

1 
2.xl 
2.58 
2.39 

17.9 
15.4 
15.1 

- 

18 
g 

z 
* 

61 
Insuff: 
86 
Insuffl 
70 
74 

Elfi: 

117 

100 
89 
90 

i- 

=e 
2.35 
2.38 
3.21 
2.13 
1.78 
1.96 
2.02 
2.66 
2.69 

E 

:*z 
1:9i3 

i:; 

ien; Sax 
1.75 

iient Sa! 
2.70 
2.23 
1.88 

al saw 

1.75 

2.30 
2.55 
2.25 

123 
170 

z 
144 
120 
196 
3.86 
170 
186 
182 

lz 



SHOT 2 Only one station, Oeorge, collected enough fallout to be 
Ged. The small fraction NND~s were 12.6 and 10.7 p for the 2* 
and l2-hr collectors, respectively. Not enough of the large fraction 
sample was oollectsd to be analyzed. It appears (Sect. 3.3.2) that 
these particles were largely remains of Shot 1 fallout which had been 
redistributed during Shot 2. 
SHOT 
---$ 

The small fraction NWs ranged fron 9.4 p to 20.0~; large 
fract ona varied from 77 p to 127 )10 
SHOTS 4 AND 6 Not enough radioactive nrrterialwas collected from 
these twc shots to be analyzed for particle size distribution. 

There was not enough fallout material in each collector interval 
for a meaningful analysie ; so the fallout from all Intervals in each 
collector was mixed together and analyzed. The only timing intervals 
which can be compared are the entire cycling tinres of each collector. 
On the hasi8 of these cycles (20hr and 124-s) there is no trend of 
particle size with time after shot, within the lQnita of sampling time. 
Neither is there a trend of particle size with distance or direction 
from ground zero within the limits of the area covered by the col- 
lectors. 

'ihe behavior of the cloud, which is discussed in Section 3.4.2, 
is believed to account for the lack of *ends of particle-eize data. 
The particle-size data obtained Wicates that the Shot 1 cloud and 
the Shot 3 cloud particles were both fairly homgeneous within the 
rlrdts of the area sampled. Lack of data from Shots 2,4, and 6 pre- 
clude any statements about the particle size distribution character- 
istics from these shots. 

A difference was noted between the radioactive particle-size 
distributiona: of Shot 1 and those of Shot 3. The samples collected 
from Shot 1 were found to have 20 per cent of 
which was 23 times as many as those collected 

the particles under 5 JQ 
from Shot 3 (Table 3.14L 

TABLE 3.13 - Shots 2 and 3 Radioactive 
Result8 

Particle Anal@s 

I 
I 

Shot Station 

t 
.------- 
George* 
George* 
E-v 
E-Y 
George 
Uncle 
Uncle 
Victor 
Zebra 
Zebra 
Average 
Average 

-t 

.- 

2 
12 

122 
2 
0.4 
12 
2 
2 
I.2 
2 
12 

112.6 
lj10.7 
iil7.5 
II 9.4 
i16.8 

li12.7 

// 
15.8 
$2.9 
lj.._. ._ i 

1.98i17.4 
2.10+5 
2.00~16.2 
1.93115.7 
1.97119.0 
1.9q15.1 

t 

1Ol" I 
112 
107 

Z 
95 
95 
77 
105 
102 

--- 
* These particles probably originated at Shot 1 ax Id 

distributed by Shot 2 

- -rn .-- 

p g ; a$g 
115.1 

___ _-.. 
1.83 

E 
2.02 
2.01 
1.82 

13.2 
19.4 
12.3 
19.9 
14.9 

_~__ -- 

M-p * 8 1 _-.- --__ 
Insufficienl 

1.57 
1.47 
1.69 
1.77 
1.64 

Z 
2:66 
1.60 
1.92 

I 

Ding 
P 

Sample 
n 

125 
14l 

% 
145 
111 
115 
138 
123 
106 

, were re- 
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TABLE 3dL4 - Averages of 
Radioactive 
SiSe kIng8S 

hIlldAtiVe hr c8Il.t Of 
Psrticles Under Stated 

shot 

1 

3 

under 5p Under lop 

20 43 

8.5 3l 

.a 

under 20~ 

74 

68 

Th8 Shot 1 &X3rti&SW8X% fitJO f0UIM.i t0 hsve 13 per Cent Of the parti- 
cles und8r 10 JI, which was about 13 tim8s as many particle6 in the 
same size r;rnge a8 those collected from Shot 3. However, the percen- 
tag8 of particles urkier 20 p was approximately the 881118 (about '70 per 
cent) in the sample8 &l.lected from both shots. Apparently, Shot 1 
produced a larger percentage of particles under 5 p and 10 p than did 
Shot 3. 75l8 size range tier 5 P is the rang8 of particles which i8 
most likely to be deposited at ~3~13 point in the respiratory system, 1 

4 except for particles below 0.1 u or 0.2 p, which tend to be exhaled.2/ 
Th8~8 result8 al80 indicate that Shot l-parti~l8s would b8 harder to 
decontaminate tban'particles from Shot 3. The Snot 1 percentages are 
higher thanthase that have been found at previous tests and may be 
due to improvements in analytical technique, but it is felt that-tie 
difference in the results is more likely to be due to the differences 
of the particle characteristics thecnselves. 

3.9.1 Actitity in Size-Fractionated Particles. 

The percentage of total activity of each fraction of a size 
fractiomted sample, which was COll8Cted from How Island after Shot 1, 
was determined by MJ8ct 2.6b. 12/ It should be pointed out that these 
particles were primarily fractionated for radiochemical analysis. 
Particle8 below 14 p w8r8 separated by a roller analyzer 80 some ag- 
glomerates were probably broken up, 'Ihe particles above Y* p w8re 
fractionated by sieves so f8w8r agglonBrat8s were probably broken up. 
Table 3.15 presents data which is a by product of the radiochemical 
analysis p~cedure80 The per C8rrt of total activity in the two 
smallest fraktioxks is about 23.4 per cent of the activity found in 
the entire sample and second only to the activity in the largest 
fraction (32.9 per cent). The activity in these two sBlRll88t frac- 
tions would constitute the principal puln~~nary hazard in this fallout. 
However, the internal hazard Caused by these partiC i8 ah8t 
alwaD ov8rshadow8d by the exter&. radiation hazard existirq in the 
same region and so the internal respiratory hazard may be relatively 
unimportant. It should also be poirted out that these results 
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are based mostly on activity which has condensed or become connected 
to Pacific Island oaral or sand particles and the results may not be 
applicable to other types of environmsnt~ Activity information for 
each of several isotopes in each fraction are presented in the Project 
2.6b report. 

TABIZ 3.15 - Per Cent of Total Activity of Shot 1 
Size Graded Samples from 'riow Island+ 

NJ!dD of 
Fraction 
PM 

5:: 
22 

5; 
69 

;; 
103 
160 
171 
195 

>225 
rnwa 

Weight 
(gm) 

2.901 
0.975 
0.112 
0.923 
0.597 
1.031 
0.400 
0.522 
0.408 
0.646 
0.691 
0.757 
0.983 
19.662 
30.608 

Per Cent 
of 

Total Weigh 
* 

9.47 
3.19 
0.366 
3.02 
1.95 

:*?i . 
1.31 
1.33 
2.1.1. 
2.26 
2.47 
3.21 
64.20 
100 

Total 
hctitity 
of Frac- 
tion in 
Arbitrary 
Units at 
Df7bn 

7.31 

z3 
2.45 
1.96 
3.22 
1.16 
1.30 
0.950 
1.45 
1.56 
1.58 
1.98 
13.5 
4LO 

Per Cent of 
Total 
Activity in 
Fraction 

17.8 
5.59 
0.788 
5.98 
4.78 
7.86 

;:z 
2.32 
3.54 

;:z 
4.83 
32.9 
100 

9 Project 2.4b results 12 
#-w 4 Project 2.6b reports t fractions as the mean volume 

diameter of the articles, not as the number mean dialPeter 
* Both radioactive and non-radioactive particles in the 

fraction 

3.10 PARtiCLE CHAPwTzxsTIcs 

The average density of all particles-was about 2.6 g/cc. The 
indsx of refraction of all Shot 1 particles was about 1.544. 

The fallout material from Shots 1, 2, and 3, which remained 
after the remval of samples for particle-size analysis, were mixed 
a& sieved through 4.20, 210, 149, 105, 74 and 44 micron sieves- (Not 
enough fallout was collected from Shots 4 and 6 to make these an;rlgsWb 
Faoh fraction from each shot was separated into two group% 
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3.10.1 Particle Appearance 

The particles from one group ~03x1 radioautographed for the 
&&nm practicable length of tixe, Those which were found to be 
radioactive were classified according to Eppsaranm* The resfitd are 
presented in Table 3.16. Representative particles are illustrated in 
Figures 3.30 to 3.36. Ths larga particles from Shots 1 and 2 appeared 
to be coral, whereas the smaU3r particles ha3 a more crystal-like 
appearance. Fallout from Shot 3 had a smaller pwcentsge of coral 
particlea, mst of which were in tha larger size rangee; tho ~~~~~inir?g 
particles had a fused, porous, or ashlike appearance. 

?,10.2 Location of ActivityAns@ Particle, U-W-P 

The Fticles from the secmxl group were treated by the r;retM 
ezplopd by CadI& to determinM 0 their interns1 activity distribution, 
This process could no t rosolv3 th3 Location of activity on particles 
bo',ow 149 pe Those data are ~reso:Aed in Table 3.17 and selected 
radioautographs am illustrated in Xgures 3*37 th?ou@ 3.39. Activ- 
it7 on the Shot 1 partic~oa was on *uhe surface in 60 to '70 psr cerri; of 
th3 ntier examimd, et-enly distrkbuted throughout 21to 36 per cent 
of the particles and unov3nly distributed throughout I to 6 pr cent 
of the particles examirmd. The activity on the out&de of the Shot 3 
particl.os varied from 32 to 37 per cent. Uniformly radioactive 
pm%de8 va??ied f?om 3 to 5J r pm cent and activity was unevenly die- 
tribut.ad in z6ro Lo 13 per cer;t of tho particler. The percedap of 
particles with acti-z!.ty on the outside g~onorally increased direcQ+ . 
with size, whLle the percentage of unifomiLy radionctive particies 
generally decreased tith sizes No tretis mm ctoci h the 311~11 
grou? whore th3 a&ivity was mattered rardotiy throughout the 
particle. 

There w8s no appz-oht cmmlatkon batw3en ths location of 
activity on the particles md their physical a~pemS-nc3~ 

Fig. 3.30 Shot 1 Transparent Crystallirm Particle 49-J-49 Pe 
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Fig. 3.3: S:.& 1 'Silky Trzw&xxmt Particle 149-210 p0 

Kg. 3.32 Sot 1 Cczal Partifzle G20-WOO p. 
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%ig. 3.33 shot 3 Transfucent Fused Particle 49-145y, 

Fig. 3.34 Shot 3 White Fused Particle 2fO-420 p, 
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mg. 3"35 shot 3, h-q, Ashl~, I=%fiar, 
and Pormw hrticb 210420 p, 

Fig* 3.36 Shot 3, White, Opaque, Porous, Trregular 
mrticl.e 4204ooo p, 
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'J%BLE 3.17 - Activity Dietribution Within Irx3ltidual Particle8 

-- 

1 420-1000 95 
z; 

28 1 
PO-420 
149-210 60 z : 
49-149 I &able 

~42wQO 
21o-420 

I 113 67 

% 
P E 

14+210 2 
44-149 

I 
1ndist 

* SOme and perhaps most of these particles probably originated from Shot 1 and were 
redislxibuted by Shot 2 



Fig. 3.37 EkampPe of 8 Sliced Particle witi Activity only on the 
Cutside. The particls is at the tip and its radioauto- 
graph at the bottom. 
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F5.g. 3.38 Example of a Sliced Particle with Actlvitg 
Distributed Irregularly Throughout it. The 

rxzrticle is at the top and its radioautograph 
at the bottom. 



Lg. 3.39 Example of a Sliced Particle which was Uniformly 
Radioactive. The particle is at the top and its 
radioautograph at the bottom. 
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CONClUSiONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to completely document the basardous fallout activity 
resulting from the fission pmducte and uranium qmtron capture pro- 
ducts on Operation CASTLE, one rallld have had to anticipate the wide- 
spread contamination that was produced. The mope of this project was 
limited to documentation (prbarily on land and secondarily on water) 
at the ehot atolls. Documentation on vater, as it was done by this 
project, was not practical and wde discontinued after the first shot. 

Fallout stations were set up in varying arrangeIllenta for Shots 1, 
2, 3, 4, and 6. 

men significant fallout occurred at an island after any of theee 
shots, it apparently began to arrive there within six minutes after 
the detonation. The maximum activity per sampling time interval re- 
eulting from Shot 1 and other shots having fields of the same order of 
~gnitude arrived at all sampling station dting the first hour after 
the detonation. Extrapolation o the beta activity has indicated 
rates aa high as 1.3fifl aFm/ J 9 1 to 6 min after detonation. 

The tijor part of the activity had arrived at a given station 
within 3 to 6 hours after the detonation, with small amounts continu- 
ing to arrive up to at least 12 hours after the detonation. 

Gamma dose rates due to each shot at the shot atoll 1 hour after 
each shot were estimated from data collected by this project and Rad 
Safe to be as follarret 
shot It 1600 to 2900 r/hr along the northern islands, 160 to 630 
'son the eastern islands and 15 to 43 r/br along the southwest 
side of the atoll, 
shot2t llG0 to 4700 r&r on the rm-thwst i6lande close to ground 
m 2.4to 14 r/hr oh the rest of the atoll. 

4lOr/hratUncl e just west of ground zero, 10 to I.25 r/hr. 
wnorth and northeaet &&J, and 0.S to 4.5 r/hr elsewhere. 
Shot 4: 160 to 440 r/hr on the north and northeast islands, and 0.1 
zb elsewhere l 

(At Enirretok) Over 1000 r/b in the immediate vicinity of 
m WXW, dropping to 17 to 32 r/hr on the islands westward and 
1 to 6 r/hr eastward from ground %ero. 

Within the atoll, there was no apparent trend of radioactive 
p;\rticle sise distribution with distance, direction, or tim. 'ihe 



approxate number median dlamters of samples collected ran@ from 
5.2 to 20 P. up to fort,y&&ee per cent of these particles were under 
10 p in diameter0 

Shot 1 particles appeared to bo coral or cry&alline; those from 
Shot 3 appeared tc be mostly crystalline, ashlike, or fused. 

In pertlclee from 149 to 1000 p, the percentage of perticlee 
with activity on the outside generally increased directly with eke, 
while the percentage of uniforclly radioactive particles generally de- 
creased with sise. These two types of particles accounted for abmt 
90 per cent of the radioactive particles examined. Actlvlty was ecat- 
tered randoxdy throughout the rem indng 10 per cent of perticlee. 

There wee nc apparent correlation between the location of activ- 
ity on the particles and their physical. appearance. 

No conclusions could be drawn about the presence or l beenc8 of 
radioactivity in the base surge, becauee no samples were obtatid in 
the base surge region. 

4.1 

The propso*tiee and effects of fallout from nev end untried -6 
of detonetione ‘should continue to be studied at future o*ration& 

The ties and rate of rival of pr5mary fallout should be de- 
t8rmined at the great diet&es at which fallout 0~x1 be a hazmrd to 
humn life, as well as at close-in looation8. 

&en a base surge is predicted as one of the effects of a detona- 
tfon, attempts should agein be made to determine whether radioaotioity 
Is carried In that bees surge. 

The differences in chaaaterietlce of fillout between land and 
tatem ehote should be more thoroughly determined at titur8 terrte. 

Rates of beta and gamma actkvhty should be knovn vlth mere car- 
talnty at early times, end hence, efforts should be made to obeerva 
and study decay at early times after the detonation. 

The cheracterietiae of fallout particles, pertiaulerlp from vat8r 
shots, should be investigated at future tests. 

The presence or absence of an internal radiologioel reeplratory 
hward should be established vhen nev type detonetion condltione 
become available. 

Systematic recording of gamma radiation lemle ehould contintlb to 
be made at varying distances fram ground zero. 

Ground level.actltitlee around ground eero rrhotid be determimed 
bp employing helicopter aerial survey system or other means. 

When devloee to be detonated have a yield of the order of meg- 
nitude of the larger CASTLE ehote, documentation of fallout should 
cover ext8neive -8. 

Fallout smpling stations should be Located in axwas vhlah are 
most likely to receive eignlficant fallout. Petsrmirrrtion of 8uoh 
areas should be made in coneultation vith those vho are responsible 
for deciding vhat weather condltione are required to detonat8 a 
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device. If the predondnant direction of fallout cannot be datermined, 
then sampling stations should be located In all directions fmm 
ground s-0 Such an array should be avoided where possible becalwe 
of the large~amount of rrprk required to maintain the resulting large 
nu&er of stations. 

Water-bssed stations should be used at the Pacific Proving 
Grounds to protide propel’ area coverage to docwmmt the fallout. 
Land stations at the shot atoll do not by themselves provide enough 
fallout documentation. 

Larger baded, such as barge8 , should be used where practicable 
as inetrumnt platfcrms in the lagoon rather than the rafts used at 
CASTLE. The rafts used at CASTLE were inadequate bases on which to 
mount fallout collectors. Seas in the lagoon 8xe generally so rough‘ 
that it is difficult for personnel to mar rafts to buoys, transfer 
eqtipmnt from boats to rafts, and work on the rafts. 

New types of fallout collectors should be designed to sample 
fallout in locations subject to m-e or less continuou8 8alt water 
spray and occasional lmerslon before and after the iustrumnt has 
operated. Present fallout collectors, though adequate to keep 
ordim rains from working parts, are not adequate when mounted on 
low rafts at sea stations and at land stations subject to water waves 
from close-by nuclear detonations. 
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COUNTING CORREXTION FACTORS AND 
ORIGINAL COUNTING DATA 

T(mg/cm*) 

2 

Fig. A.2 Absorption krreetion &mre - Shot 3 Nlxture 
P t o.o!mo 





sheaf Apert\rre 
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Correction 

207 

1.284 

1.183 

1.136 

1.077 

1.262 

1.180 

1.143 

1.091 

1.187 

m.33 

lOll6 

1.063 

u4l. 

1.M 

l.ll7 

l-3 

LO!53 



mg,,E A.3 - Beta A&iviti& at 400 Qmra After Shot 1, 5 min Interm Colleator@+ 

bltmval 

-I__- 

1 

: 

f 
6 
7 

9" 

if 

E 
l4 

:i 
17 

E 
20 
21 

z 
24 

maits of 105 Disintegrations@) 
- 

Hw 

20.5 
0.310 
0.854 
0.550 
1.73 

uQ1 
48:2 
38.2 
46.6 
19 
78.4 

E'64 
153 
2&8 
17.6‘ 
20.5 
26.4 
36.9 
4l.5. 
19.3 
17.1 
w.1 

6.94 
0.0866 
0.0548 
o.osp 
0.518 
16.7 
0.0695 

g; 

37:o 
lx.1 
23.7 
27.7 
35.9 
gq 

1s:9 
7.44 
3.5l 
4.91 

. 

. 

* 

0.635 

EC7 

zy 

7:35 

1E 
19.1 
0.378 
29.6 
5.53 
2.86 
0.231 
O.L88 
0m 
14.0 
4.52 
15.5 
6.37 
7.25 
0.938 
0.273 

SMTIOBI 

-iiiqic 
0.253 
0.23l 
0.636 
0.166 
0.0767 

0.0933 

o.ul 
O.lol 

0.166 
0.154 
0355 
0.133 
0.891 
0.184 

0.253 
2.55 
0,126 
0.179 
0.106 

Z:Z 

0.194 
0.256 
0.357 
0,583 
0.434 
0.528 

-- 

Y.lliam 

o.ll68 
0.270 

0.360 
0.750 
0.196 

0,288 
0.503 
0.178 
0.157 
0.192 
0.184 

Yak8 

4.15 

0.105 

O&l 
oa3 

1.59 
0.%5 
0.123 
1.05 
0.0412 
OOW7 
0.39 
0.13l 

pg 
. 

- 

Zebra 

- 

3.62 
3.05 

OeD318 
0.0227 
0.0703 
0.325 
0.230 
0.147 
o.os53 
0.2116 
0.4u 
0.0847 
O.lod 
0.178 
0.0%9 
0.04l9 
0.149 
0.175 

Ez4 . 

BraTo 

::g 
0.161 

EL 
0.144 
0.067a 
o.w7a 
0.243 
0.400 
0.397 
0.879 
0.250 
0.363 
0.683 
0.144 

0.268 
0.132 

:*z 
oh3 
0.305 
5.59 



T&J-&+ ~,4 - bta Actiritie8 at 400 Hours After Shot 1, 30 nd.n f&8-1 Collecbr~ 

(UkTit8 Of 10' diShIte@%ktiGI&hk) 
- - - 

1 
HOW 

45.0 
232 

:: 

;z*': 
lb> 
I.204 
6.38 
7.85 
4.33 

yz 
f3:32 
2.31 

z; 
4:1.3 
4.27 
3.15 

Z% 
2:54 
3.59 

28.5 
102 
109 
62.4 
16.3 
22.7 
4&l 

1":E 
1.79 

:z$ 
0.996 
1.59 
2.5s 
2.01 
1.65 
3.228 

;:: 
2.84 
2*05 

9.02 

z': 
. 14:4 
10.1 
2.m 
5.44 

2:Z 

i:$ 
2.25 
1.69 
1.02 
LO5 
0.882 
1.39 

f:$ 
1.02 
&66 
0.969 
O&l 
0.863 

z3 
123 
0.383 
0.359 
0.0431 
0.368 
0.06Y.o 
0.137 

t 

0.631 
1.0x 
0.319 
0.2152 

William 

I 

0.117 
0.270 

0.288 
0.503 
05.78 
0.157 
0.192 
0.184 

*Refer to TableA. for Dog, Bauyaml Oeorge 30 min collector rctlvitles 
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TABIS A.5 - Beta Activities at 800 Hour6 After Shot 1 
~Unlta of 105 dlsfnt0grations/ndn) 

nt6rval GfkE! 

5 MLn Intemal Collectors 
station II 

30 MLn In~oollectors 

--II 
I 

-T 
-- 

Dog ., -.v 
30.9 : 36.1 
XL.0 
3.92 ; 33': 
5:$ 4.70 4:69 

6.28 5.70 
5.13 1 3.07 
6.37 4.47 
1.62 &19 
1.90 2.22 
2.14 2.05 
6.X0 

Z8 
z 

::z 
?E 
2k.4 

f?z 

3147 ;+ 

1.38 1.42 
3.10 
3.64 

Ch3orge w 
15.l 
4.43 
8.13 lg l 
9.98 
3.23 45.6 ;:; 

z 
4818 

2:53 1.03 
0.860 

26.0 1.50 
62.0 II 1.97 
69.1 1.80 

40.0 S:Z7 
2.45 2.32 
4.33 2.80 

2:; 
90.2 

Et I 
58.5 

E 
I7e4 
16.4 
llol 
9.64 

127 
1.73 
4.38 

36': 
a:35 

-w 

iz 
1.06 
0.650 
1.54 
0.647 
14 
1.67 
2w4l 
1.15 
l.ol 
0.556 
1.58 

.;:z 

;:g 

2:09 

;:i 

3.96 
5.24 

4.29 
6.38 



BELEA. -BetaAct~~tiw165H~uraAfter Shot 2.5ndn Interval Collectors 

1 

; 
4 

i! 
7. 

t 

E 
12 
13 
14 
15 
lb 
17 

it 
20 

Ai- 

22 

16.n 

5.685 

3e23l 

l&W 

1.630 
1.878 
2.5l2 
5.005 

ZeE l 

24g 
2.38 

;zg 

nem 
5,663 

2eU 

1.93s 

le% 

2e44l 
3,780 

~~~_ 

0.1995 

0.379 

Ez 

8:KB 

:e:;E 
0:1760 
0.2292 
0.1775 
Oa75 
0.2433 
0.1789 
OOl789 
OJ.789 
0.1995 
0.399 
0.1995 
0.1995 
0.1995 
0.1995 
0.1995 
0.1995 

aara 

0.2032 
0,191s 
Oea70 
0.1932 
0.1932 
0.1932 
0.1932 
0.1932 
0.1945 
03945 
0.1945 
0.1945 
0.1945 
0.1945 
0.1945 
0.1945 
0.1945 

i?% 
ok95 
0.1981 
011987 
0.1987 
0,2005 

BXXWO 

(Ml40 
0*1930 
0.1906 
0.1921 
0.1921 
0.192l 
0.19P 
0.192l 
oel9zl 
0.1921 
0.1921 

:%:f 
0;936 

0.19 
g 

::%66 
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TABLE A.7 - Beta Aotivltles at 1055Hours After Shot 2, 30 Min Interval Collectors 
@x&a_&_ 10 dlsinte~) 

ST!A!TION 
Internal' 

George Love Nan Victor z&=8 -_._ 

1 
: 1 

2.130 0.w.a. 0.4038 0.5308 
1.060 0.5637 

0.198% 
2.687 0.5678 Z:Z 0.2178 

0.6478 
0.6928 0.8188 0.2209 0.2209 m98l 0.1770 

4 0.5ulO 0.2936 
0.4035 0.1783 

0.4525 0.2780 0.2178 0.3280 
2 1.024 1.73l 

0.1783 
?z!zz O&O9 0.2209 0.2178 ’ 0.2033 0.1783 

0:6793 
0.2209 0.2209 0.3178 0.2033 0.1783 

7 1.429 0&2l 0.2240 0.3576 0.2033 0.17% 
9" 0.7372 0.7236 0.8182 0.4378 0.2174 0.2174 

/ 
0.6808 0.2240 1 0.2281 0.2209 0.5736 0.1796 

0.6152 
Oe53J-4 0.1796 

10 0.8727 0.2174 0*2?& 0.2209 0.2056 0.1810 
11 0.8379 0.2989 0.22@ 0.2209 0*2056 0.18lo 

E * 1.687 0.9452 0.1535 0.3306 0.2514 0.2643 0.2209 0.2209 0.2056 0.2056 0.18l.o 0.2280 
14 , 0.2372 0.2388 0.3278 0.2548 0.2056 0.1823 
15 0.2002 0.2768 0.2072 0.2240 
16 

0.3735 0.1823 
0.2002 0.2152 

0*2072 ::Zi 
0.2240 0.2u73. 0.1823 

ii 0.4434 2.090 0.3536 0.2170 0.2260 0.207l ool823 
002240 0.1823 

19 
20 

::9z 0.5079 0.2M2 
9.728 0.3019 

E:Z ::Zi 
0.3979 i?i.gii 

21 3.300 2.880 0.2898 0.2240 0.2058 
z 

0:1863 
0.3632 0.3323. 
o.zlbb 0.708& 

0.2240 0.2260 0.2058 0.1863 
0.2058 0.1942 

?4 0*2284 2.582 0.3228 0.2058 0.8453 
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TAELE AA - B&E Actirities at 203Hoa~~ After Shot 3. 30 &n Interval Collectors 

& 

bXterVZ?tl 

1 

3' 
4 

2 
7 

9" 
10 
11 

:: 
14 

ii 
17 

E 
20 
23 
22 
23 
24 

3 
(Unite of lo5 dlzhtepatlo-&idn) - . 

m? 
2.2l7 
0.3260 
o&303 
0.8849 
0.7307 
0.5940 
0.'7318 
0.6575 
0.3cm 
0.1505 
1.223 
0.3780 
0.7906 
0.2546 
0.3714 
0.7684 
3.952 
0.5278 
o.na. 
0.7595 
0.8738 
1.3E4 
1.320 
0.8470 

oi4738 
1.470 
3.S68 
L9.98 
1.558 
2.2l4 
0.1347 
1.766 
2.451 
0.4630 
0.m 
0.3554 
0.4069 
0.2716 
0.2745 
0.88m 
0.9167 
0.9106 
1.322 
0.3997 
0.62~1 

STATION 
t 

I 
Fox , Huw uncle victar J mxa 

I j 
i 

io24':92 
: 4.dJ.o 

i 

0.1m 1 L363 

6:092 
50.60 0.9830 : 0.5om 

I 26.95 0.73m ; cLw6 

0.7078 
0.4772 
0.3617 
3.099 
0.4620 
0.6399 
0.7377 
0.6312 
0.973.5 
2.059 
2.356 
o 8628 
O*S991 
1.018 
9.OOO 
5.177 
0.5m 

Zigi 
2.009 
1.792 
0.8584 
2Jl6 
2.942 P__L 

o.l.442 ! 52.81 1 0.2084 o..l%6 
0.2066 
o.os359 
0.08359 
0 A493 
0.1610 
0.08359 
0.08359 
0.1702 
O.S34O 
5.887 
0.7705 

ZE3 
0.09753 
OA9753 
0.09753 
0.2U9 
O.09753 
0.2854 
0.6248 

48.02 
LO.44 
22.70 
16.68 
16.18 
6.346 
4.%37 
5.302 
7.227 
5 .lcu 
6.6Q4 

16& 
29.16 
2631 
n1.9 

0.091O3 1 0.1930 

i 0.3240 
o.lao 
oJ.240 
0.2834 
O.L% 

; o.ms? 
i o.l268 
! 

o.l2&! 
O.f268 

# 0.1765 

4 

I 

1 

0.1279 ; 
OS&T79 I 

I 

0.3.963 i 
0.5359 
2.m I - 





APPB2UlEX B 

WIND VECTORS 

The folio&q ulnd vector repr8sentations (H&s. 8.1 to B.3) 
are drawnfromdata ntmrirrhedbythe Joint TaskForce SmmAir 
Weather Service at Bniwetokto Task c&Up "7.1. ThsSe &a8 repa%- 
8enttherrindvectorstakenat 2000-f% verticallnt49nals upto 
20,ooo-ftalYI 5oocmt verticalinterval from 20,oxwt uptothe 
altitude at which data were no longer taken. These vectors shcnr the 
gemral. wind COnditiOnS e~%Stiug In the ViCiaity Of the 8hot at0118 
at about the tim of each 8hot. Contaudnatlon on th3 8hOt atoll cau 
be adequately explaiued b obaeming these wiud vectcw8. Ibbn, refined 
pattern8 ba8ed on particle settling rate6 are not applicable to this 
experinEmt,siuce within the relatively small area 8anqAed PO trend8 
Of particle 8i2Ie with di8tance from @'O~nd %erO or rith tinm after Shot 
were fmnd in the analySi8 Of the 8anfple8. 
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at BlkiaS, Shot 1. 

F'lg.B.2 Vert~~Pr~f$h~ of WindVeobra~tBSklnl hrlngShot2. 
Obeqationr mtartadcrt;O600 Zoualtbmo. 

2% 



pie. 8.3 v8dml wofue of uind veetor8 at mkw lhrbg shot 3. 
obowvdon8utertebat0620lom1t~. 

Fig. B.4 Vertlml F’roile of wind Veetora m Shot 4. 
Obmrvatlona utartedat~looalt-. 
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RADSAFEGAMMASURVEYREADINGS 

The f0ll0ubg t&l08 confain a fa5rly canpleh list of ganmra Reid- 
ual radiationrsadingsas obtahmd~the T~k~~7.1Radblogl~ 
Safetyunit. Ths~ereadbgs~~~ prWu5lyintendedtobsusedasa 
gulds for the Rad Safe Unit Camand- to detem%ne the sondltioas for 
aossssofpsrsonnelto contss&&edarms durbgthsfieldphaseoffhs 
oprati0n. !he r8dbgs were subject to a multWids of var%ablm, aa 
u~stobe~ted5nfield~ summa&i8 of this type: readSrq8 were 

n0talmystaken at the same lmattinonorabom thelsland;w%ndsmay 
bmmovedthe debr$saroundand oonoentratedit b%of spots" and 
mwerse~, %old spOts@; rain may ham lambed UJIM of the aotiv%ty 
fkomthe deb3clsjandthe AN/hR-394guum~surosy ~ter8whi~uem~ wed 
for the surveys were mbjeot to both bstrmmtalaud operatiomlemors. 

Inthefleld,RadSafetasedarough %leofth\oib" to sonvsrt the 
air~~sfaken~hell~p~stogrotrnd~~s~l~oould~ 
~edasagrddef~~~~andtllorkiae~~es ln wWamlnabdm#. 
The readlnge at 50 ft or highsr above the ground were multiplied by 3 
foeatimsts~soofierrpondiagground~di~,undrc#~s~nat 
25rtwererrm3ti~ed~2toeetiplate~e~~spaadinggrotoldNab- 
WC. Itnm6tbeborne lnmhd thatthwsread%ng8are subjeatto a 
var%etyofMlusnos8 sush as the emrglea ofthsr\dioastiva~de8 
Inthesontsmlaatsdam, ~Mahnmyvarytithtimsaftsrtbs shot,ths 
sire of the is&ml and the radiation field fbm it, and the radiation 
ffeld which q some f'ram ths water sumound$ng the island. As an ax- 
ampleofthe lattsr,aots the25ftread3ngsonYoke,Zsbra,Alfa,and 
Rravo on three days aftsr Shot 2. The 2%ftreading8arefkan2.3 to 5 
timso higher thanthe &and groundreadingsa8aresultofths co&m- 
ination tithe rrateraromdthese Islands. Itshouldalso be notedthat 
seaonbry falbutooaurredonthe Oboe-Taresha&~duringthe&ght 
follouhg Shot 2. 

These data are used here with the pem5ssion of the Task Group 7.1 
Rad%obgiaalSafetyUnit(bnmmdsrandare 5nuludedinthisrsport be- 
aause theypro~deaba&groundfor undeu?standbgtlmxm~ult8o~the 

fallout and residual oontsmlnation pmjeots. Uhere sevsrelreadbgs 
~rea~~e~onsi~donthesemsdag,ana~geof~~~ 
ings~8ua;lellyIlKbdO. Anasterlsk~arsadbgdenotssamd%ngmade 
w Projest 2.5b parsonnsl at the Rojeot 2.5b station on that bland. 
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TABLE D.1 - Liquid Fallout Collected in IFC Trays 
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PERSONNELROSTER 

site8 
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Pfc Don&ld .Hamilton Edward Wilsey 
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Pfc JohnDaiey 
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ZYcHowardHoll~ 
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Cpl JohnKlnch 
Ffc John ~Kl8h 
Ffcpatrl Michael 

Cpl Dean uller 
Dora-r8 
CplLeroyOmella 
Datid Rigotti 

cp1g?8zr 
Ffc JohnShewell 
PfcD8nielsndth 
Robert Smith 
MBrthaStiekel 
IQIKAxktt 

bowl 
cplBrucewhitlock 
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